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and system suppliers from around the 
world, who brought many years of 
experience with this application to the 
meetings. 
 A wind turbine is one of the—if not 
the most—demanding applications for a 
gearbox. It requires a relatively small, 
compact, high-power-density gear 
drive and electric generator to transmit 
fl uctuating loads in a very demanding 
environment of defl ections, high 
vibration and temperature extremes.
The present standard applies to 
gearboxes for wind turbines with power 
capacities ranging from 40kW to 2MW 
and higher. It applies to all parallel-
axis, one-stage epicyclic and combined 
one-stage epicyclic and parallel-shaft 
designs. It provides requirements on 
specifying, designing, manufacturing, 
operating and monitoring reliable wind 
turbine gearbox systems. Some of the 
more comprehensive gear application 
sections include:
 • how the system loads and   
  environment shall be specifi ed  
  and gear capacity calculated;
 • manufacturing, inspection,   
  testing and documentation 
  requirements;
 • advanced gear tooth contact   
  analysis and verifi cation;
 • extensive information on   
  the application and capacity 
  of rolling element bearing types;
 • lubricant and lubrication system  
  requirements.
 In addition, annexes supply in-
formation on wind turbine architecture; 
wind turbine load description; quality 
assurance; operation and maintenance; 
minimum purchaser and gearbox 
manufacturer ordering data; and 
lubrication selection and condition 
monitoring.
 The revised standard at its present 
stage of development has updated all 
the sections of the original document, 
plus some additions and modifi cations, 
as follows:
 • scope changed to cover drive-
  trains with a power rating in   
  excess of 500 kW;
 • sections on design lifetime   
  and reliability, design process,

   wind turbine load calcula-
  tions, gearbox components,
   design verifi cation valida-
  tion, operation, service and   
  maintenance requirements;
 • new annex material.
 It can easily be imagined that the 
size of this document has increased 
substantively. 
 At this stage, it is hard to determine 
exactly what will be retained after 
the three ISO/IEC ballot stages are 
completed, which could take two to 
three years—or more—if additional 
changes are incurred. In the meantime, it 
is believed that the advent of the ANSI/
AGMA/AWEA standard has improved 
gear reliability. However, bearings still 
seem to need additional work.
Standards Making
 The development and balloting 
of both ISO/IEC and AGMA/ANSI 
standards is a consensus process. 
However, individual positions may be 
expressed that can enhance the contents. 
Members of AGMA develop new—and 
continue to revise—the many standards 
and information sheets. They are also 
responsible for determining the U.S. 
position on ISO standards. AGMA 
standards development has relied heavy 
on the actual experience of gear system 
performance in related applications, 
whereas some others are based on 
theoretical and laboratory research 
data.

(Bill Bradley was vice president of 
AGMA’s Technical Division and 
currently serves as a technical editor 
for Gear Technology. As a consultant, 
he can be reached at (303) 350-9374, or 
via e-mail at billb111@att.net.) 
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 P U B L I  S H E R '  S  P A G E

The struggles of the manufactur-
ing economy in 2009 are well docu-
mented. Even among those of us with 
long careers, most of us have never 
seen activity come to a screeching 
halt the way it did last year. 

2009 was tough on all of us.
So, what should we expect in 

2010? 
Technically, the experts tell 

us, the U.S. recession ended in the 
summer of 2009. According to the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, the 
real GDP growth rate was 2.2% in 
the third quarter of 2009. That’s a  
positive sign, but there’s still a long 
way to go, particularly with unem-
ployment at 10%. 

Many gear manufacturers I’ve 
talked to were able to weather 2009 
due to enormous order backlogs. One 
gear manufacturer told me his back-
log in 2009 was the largest it had 
ever been, and they were shipping 
gears throughout the year based on 
2008’s orders. But now, those back-
logs have dwindled down to just a 
few months’ activity, and the man-
ufacturer is looking at 2010 with 
apprehension. If they don’t begin tak-
ing new orders, 2010 could be a far 
worse year for them than 2009.

That gear manufacturer was one 
of the lucky ones. He still has a back-
log. A lot of companies’ business 
disappeared much more quickly. 
It didn’t help that the auto indus-
try for all intents and purposes shut 
down last year. Thanks to Cash for 
Clunkers and similar programs over-
seas, the auto makers are manufactur-
ing cars again, but their production is 

nowhere near the levels it has been at 
in recent years.

Most other industries have been 
quiet as well (see our article on big 
gears, p. 71). Even the wind power 
industry is hard to predict, between 
government wishy-washiness and 
financing issues.

After Gear Expo, we reported see-
ing signs of quoting activity among 
suppliers to gear manufacturers. 
Quoting for cutting tools, workhold-
ing and fixturing was robust. One 
cutting tool supplier I spoke with has 
a customer who recently implement-
ed a third shift to keep up with the 
demand coming from—believe it or 
not—the auto industry.

According to the U.S. Machine 
Tool Consumption report, sponsored 
by AMT and AMTDA, machine tool 
orders were up 16% in November 
2009 (their most recent report, as of 
this writing). Although that was a big 
jump over September, the activity 
level is still well below that of 2008.

In addition, lately, I’ve been hear-
ing that a number of gear machine 
tool manufacturers have begun 
seeing increased orders. One gear 
machine supplier sold three machines 
in the last quarter of 2009. Another I 
spoke to sold 10 from stock. 

So there is activity in the gear 
industry, although much of the evi-
dence is anecdotal and not yet wide-
spread. As with any recovery, certain 
industry segments will pick up first, 
and others will lag behind.

But no matter where you are in 
the recovery process, it’s important 
to talk to your customers about what 

you do best. Make sure you’re com-
municating your core competencies, 
so when they come looking for sup-
pliers, your strengths come to mind. 
Advertisers and agencies are again 
taking a strong look at their market-
ing and advertising—seeing if their 
message needs focus, clarity and 
greater exposure.

But I’m not just talking about 
advertising. You need to have effec-
tive communications with your cus-
tomers throughout your organization. 
That includes your receptionist, your 
CEO and your sales engineers out 
in the field. It includes your web-
site, your e-mail and your telephone 
answering system. Are you taking 
advantage of every opportunity to tell 
your story?

It’s also a great time to examine 
those other aspects of your business 
that could or should be improved. 
What can you work on now that 
you’ll be too busy to do when the 
order books fill up? What are the 
things you neglected during the busy 
times? Maintenance? Employee 
training? Research and development? 
Your company website?

Things appear to be picking up in 
some areas of the gear industry. But 
chances are, you’ve still got some 
time before things get really hectic. 
Make the most of it.

Michael Goldstein,
Publisher & Editor-in-Chief

WHErE ArE 
WE

NOW?
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  American Broach & Machine 
Company, located in Ypsilanti, MI, has 
developed a new concept to address 
customer complaints regarding tradi-
tional broaching machines. The Table 
Top Broaching Machine is a plug-and-
play device designed for fast opera-
tor setup and simple changeover that 
requires no special foundation, pit or 
operator stand and is not model depen-
dant.

“Our customers want faster, sim-
pler, and cheaper, and they want it in a 
small, convenient package,” says Ken 
Nemec, president at American Broach. 
“Our Table Top design is a clever 
merging of technology and physics 
where a broach cutting tool is pulled 
down through the broaching table. Our 
design melds known and new concepts 
together to effect the solutions our 
customers have been requesting while 
occupying very little floor space.”

While many of these concepts are 
not new to broaching, it is uncommon 
to see so many features and functions 
in such a small, compact machine 
design, Nemec says.  

“No one has ever put the drive sys-
tem completely under a table in such 
a compact manner, giving the user 
access to a flat locating surface with 
no obstructions, to produce small, light, 
table top broaching,” Nemec says.  
“These machines are quickly adaptable 
to many different applications.”

The new improvements made in 
this vertical, pull down broaching tech-
nology consist of a “teach function” for 

All-in-One 
Broaching Capability
FASTER, MORE EFFICIENT MANUFACTURING 
OFFERED WITH TABLE TOP DESIGN

The Table Top Broaching Machine combines new concepts with traditional broach-
ing methods in a smaller unit (courtesy of American Broach).

The table top design features crossing T-slots for faster and more accurate setups 
(courtesy of American Broach).

http://www.geartechnology.com
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adjusting stroke, and the elimination of 
the machine frame as the support for 
force resistance thru bulk, girth and 
guideways.

“It is our contention that these fea-
tures used together or separately will 
achieve the desired results within the 
scope of our patent,” Nemec adds. 
“The Table Top Broaching Machine 
was designed to minimize space and 
capital equipment cost, while providing 
speed and performance for manufactur-
ers with smaller lot sizes, constrained 
space, and a need for an efficient, 
quick change broaching machine.”

 The machine will initially be 
offered in 24 inch and 36 inch stroke 
lengths, from 2–6 tons in power, with 
electromechanical dual-screw drive 
systems that eliminate the cadence 
(pounding) associated with hydraulic 
broaching machines. The twin-screw 
design provides smooth and steady 
power, increased tool life and part 
quality, while reducing the perishable 
tooling cost per part.

American Broach’s design features 
a simple flat table top broaching area 

with crossing T- slots to accommodate 
fast, accurate setup. This one-piece 
solid table top has been designed to 
attach to a fabricated main box assem-
bly, which is mounted on top of a cool-
ant sump box base.

 The modular design keeps the cost of 
build and maintenance service low, while 
maintaining structurally robust physical 
attributes by design, without the tradi-
tional girth used by broaching machines. 

“In our design, the load distribution 
is transferred to the table top directly 
through the twin roller screw assem-
bly without traditional machine ram, 
box way, rails, carriage, guide rods, or 
bearing cars. This eliminates the need 
for a heavy machine frame, and allows 
for a modular box design that meets 
our customers’ needs,” Nemec says. 

The Table Top Broaching Machine 
also features an unguided pull bridge 
powered by two spindles (roller or 
planetary); they are mounted under the 
table in a compact design to eliminate 
the need for guide rods or bearing ways 
that will not tolerate being mounted in 
areas with chips and coolant under the 
table. These spindles are fully enclosed 
by slide covers to prevent chip interfer-
ence and coolant damage.

The spindles are powered by a 
tooth belt by way of over sized tooth 
drive pulleys; this over sizing allows 
a single motor to drive both spindles 
simultaneously and with extreme accu-
racy without positioning the drive belt 
in line in the space where the cutting 
tool travels. Tool location is monitored 
by motor rotation position tracking by 
a simple encoder, and the drive system 
is enclosed and sealed into the hollow 
bottom under the broaching table. 

“Quick changeover between parts 
to accommodate small production lots 
is an important concept behind our 
machine design,” Nemec says. “We 
developed a quick teach button feature 
that adjusts the stroke for the length 
of the tool automatically in seconds, 

rather than using stops and switches, 
which do not hold up well in an ‘under 
table’ environment.”

Additionally, it takes several min-
utes of trial and error to set traditional 
stops. Now with a simple visual set-
ting, the stroke length is set and no 
data entry or measurement is required. 
The operator simply lowers the broach 
tool in the teach setup slow move-
ment mode, and when the tool is just 
below the part nest, the teach button is 
pushed. Each stroke will now stop at 
the exact spot.

Standard features in the machine 
design include coolant and air ports 
designed into the table top (plenum) for 
ease of distribution in various applica-
tions. A removable ring type splash 
guard accommodates large or irregu-
lar shaped parts that cannot easily be 
broached on conventional broaching 
machines.  

As an add-on option, the Table 
Top Machine is offered with a simple 
retriever attachment that will allow for 
complete auto cycle without requiring 
the operator to handle the broaching 
tool. This modular retrieve unit can 
easily be attached via a precision pre-
pared surface that is part of the Table 
Top. The retriever is quickly and accu-
rately located with keys and standard 
T-slots to assure it is on centerline with 
the pull head. The unit is electric motor 
and belt driven; once the retriever is 
mounted and bolted down, it is just 
plugged in and is ready for use. 

American Broach plans to offi-
cially debut the Table Top Broaching 
Machine at IMTS 2010, although three 
machines have been sold to broaching 
customers to date.

“What sets American Broach’s 
Table Top electromechanical broach-
ing machine apart is that we have 
combined all of these recognized best 
broaching concepts and developed 
solutions together under the table, with 
a small compact footprint and simple 

http://www.geartechnology.com
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continued

design with a low price tag,” Nemec 
says.

For more information:
American Broach & Machine Co.
575 South Mansfield Street
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
Phone: (734) 961-0300
Fax: (734) 9621-9999
ken@americanbroach.com
www.americanbroach.com

In response to market demand for a 
machine capable of sharpening large, 
heavy hobs, J. Schneeberger has devel-
oped the Corvus C500 Coarse Pitch 
Hob Grinding Machine, which is capa-
ble of handling hobs up to 20 inches 
in diameter using wheels with equally 
large capacity. 

Cutting Tool 
Sharpener
HANDLES LARGE 
DIAMETER HOBS

ery, drilling (and) coal are other fields 
and industries where large hobs are 
required. Of course the tooling has been 
around for a long time but machine 
manufactures making machines for that 
market have diminished. 

“In the tool grinding market, there 
are maybe three manufacturers left 

that will build machines up to three 
meters in travel length, machines to 
accept long tools such as broaches, 
long hobs, any long tool needed to be 
thread ground. In the last 10 years, 
Schneeberger has supplied that special-
ty market with the most sophisticated 

sales@Clifford-Jacobs.com | Clifford-Jacobs.com | 888.352.5172 | ISO 9001:2000

Clifford-Jacobs custom high-strength 

forgings work everywhere and for some of 

the biggest names in mining, aerospace, and energy. 

So whether you need a 5-pound gear blank or an 800-pound finish machined 

component, depend on Clifford-Jacobs’ uncompromising quality. It comes 

with fast estimates, ready resources, part warehousing, and zero 

tolerance for failure.

we work

here

SINCE 1919 SINCE 1919

“The need for larger hobs is cre-
ated by wind generation. Larger gears 
demand larger hobs,” explains Rolf 
Herrmann, general manager for J. 
Schneeberger. “Mining, large machin-

http://www.geartechnology.com
mailto:ken@americanbroach.com
http://www.americanbroach.com
mailto:sales@Clifford-Jacobs.com
http://www.geartechnology.com/redirect.php?http://www.clifford-jacobs.com
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machine in design and technology.”
The Corvus tool grinding machine 

is available in five- and six-axis ver-
sions and in different machine lengths 
to accommodate longer or heavier 
parts. The hob grinder relies on high 
horsepower to meet the substantial 
contact area sharpening that large hobs 

require. A 52 horsepower (78 horse-
power duty cycle) direct drive motor is 
responsible for high stock removal and 
productive cycle times. 

The machine is designed with a 
traveling column and stationary tool 
table, so extremely heavy tools can 
be set up on the table. The 1,200 Nm 

torque drive positions any tool quickly 
and accurately to meet quality require-
ments for indexing. Fanuc 310i tech-
nology is employed; linear drive 
motors provide accurate positioning. 
Other features include high rates of lin-
ear axis acceleration and deceleration 
and high positioning accuracy, cycle 
times and part quality.

The machine’s base is constructed 
of polymer concrete to increase ther-
mal stability and reduce vibration. The 
Schneeberger Quinto5 software was 
developed to support operators prepar-
ing a tool. The software features a large 
tool and wheel database, a graphical 
and interactive touch screen interface 
for quick tool programming. The tools 
are simulated instantly in 3-D format 
and can be edited as needed by click-
ing on a desired geometry. “The abil-
ity to develop the software in the same 
location as the machine enables the 
software, mechanical and application 
engineers to fine tune the final product, 
our software, in the shortest period of 
time,” Herrmann says.

“Other machine manufacturers 
are not equipped to develop software 
in house and rely on outside sources, 
which makes the R&D very time con-
suming and difficult.”

For more information:
J. Schneeberger Corp.
1380 Gateway Drive
Elgin, IL 60124
Phone: (847) 888-3498
www.schneeberger-us.com
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The number 815 electric rotary 
hearth oven, from Grieve Corporation, 
is currently being used by a customer to 
preheat various gears, usually steel and 
sometimes aluminum, before assembly 

The dimensions of the unit’s inte-

Hearth Oven
STABILIZES MATERIAL 
FOR PERFORMANCE

continued

payload and wrist, by loading 
and unloading a machine tool 
bed in front of a 2-D camera.  
The M-2000iA/1200 operates 
with the company’s latest R-
30iA controller with integrated 
intelligent functions such as 
vision and force sensing. 

“This machine has the highest 
payload and the strongest wrist 
compared to all other electric 
six-axis robots available today,” 
says Ian Orr, product manager 
at FANUC. “It can support a 
1,350 kg payload with a 0.6 m 
offset from the faceplate and full 

articulated motion at the wrist. 
One M-2000iA/1200 robot can 
handle a super heavy part, which 
previously required dual robots, 
conveyors, lifts and other fixed 
automation.”

FANUC also presented a six-
axis, parallel-link robot designed 
for small part handling, high-
speed picking and assembly 
applications. The M-1iA is a 
lightweight and compact robot 
that provides higher speeds and 
accuracy compared to tradition-
al assembly robots, according 
to the company’s press release. 
The robot can be installed in a 
variety of orientations and has a 
three-axis wrist for flexibility. 

“Assembly customers require 
higher speeds and accuracy to 
meet their production goals,” 
says Nishant Jhaveri, product 
manager at FANUC. “The M-
1iA’s flexibility and speed far 
exceed the capabilities of other 
vertically-articulated or SCARA-
type robots.”

Dur ing  the  exh ib i t ion , 
FANUC demonstrated a CERT 
mobile training unit with a LR 
Mate 200iC robot equipped with 
iRVision 2-D. The robot located 
blocks with holes, inserted pegs 
into the holes at 30, 60 and 90 
degree angles and then removed 
the pegs from the block.

The CERT program, launched 
in 2008, certifies instructors 
at educational institutions to 
train their students to program 
FANUC robots, and is available 
to qualified high schools, com-
munity colleges and universities. 
It is now being used in schools 
across the country. “CERT has 
proven to be a very effective 
program for training students 
to be qualified for successful 
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continued

Gleason’s new line of Titan 
Grinding Machines was designed to 
reduce finish grinding times by up to 
50 percent on cylindrical gears up to 
1,500 mm in diameter.

On a single platform, the Titan 
machines offer users both pure profile 
grinding for the maximum flexibility 
producing single parts and threaded 
wheel grinding and profile grinding 
working together for faster, fully-auto-
mated large-scale production. 

Power Grind is the new process 
introduced. It allows users to reduce 
grinding production time significantly 
by first using threaded wheel grinding 
to “rough” gears faster and then profile 
grinding for optimum gear quality, sur-
face finish and complex gear modifica-
tions in the finishing operation. 

As an optional feature, the Power 
Grind process can include an exter-
nal set-up table, so the workpiece and 
workholding package can be set up 
parallel to primary production, instead 

Gleason 
Grinding 
Process
CUTS FINISH TIMES 
IN HALF

of sequentially. This allows work-
pieces to load automatically through 
an optional workpiece changer. This, 
along with a new high-speed tool 
changer that automates the exchange 
of threaded wheel for profile grinding 
wheel, reduces non-productive time 

significantly.
The Titan 1200G and 1500G 

machines— for 1,200 mm and 1,500 
mm workpiece diameters—also fea-
ture a patent pending universal dress-
er. Users can dress threaded grinding 

http://www.geartechnology.com
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wheels and profile grinding wheels on 
the machine with a single dressing tool. 
This eliminates the changeover time 
and expense of multiple dressing tools.

Another optional feature is a pat-
ented dual-flank, twist-free grinding 
option that is capable of creating asym-
metrical tooth trace modifications in 

half the time of conventional single-
flank grinding.

The Titan machines are equipped 
wi th  Siemens  840D CNC and 
Gleason’s Windows-based Intelligent 
Dialogue software. One feature of this 
is a grinding technology database that 
recommends a production methodol-

ogy for the Power Grind process before 
machining starts; this is useful for less 
experienced operators. 

According to Antoine Tüerich, 
Gleason director of product manage-
ment, the Power Grind process is an 
answer to the market’s need for faster 
production of larger cylindrical gears, 
flexibly and with high quality. “Due 
to high market demand, manufactur-
ers, particularly those that produce 
higher volumes of cylindrical gears, 
are under increasing pressure to great-
ly increase productivity while main-
taining the highest levels of preci-
sion,” Tüerich says. “Titan is the only 
machine that does both, with Power 
Grind. Roughing with highly produc-
tive threaded wheel grinding is fol-
lowed by a fully automatic tool change 
to use profile grinding for the finish-
ing operation, with all its well-known 
advantages and features.

“Users of course get all the proven 
functions, such as automatic center-
ing, dressable grinding and final gear 
measurement that comprise the funda-
mental elements of this process. But 
when roughing large numbers of teeth 
up to module 14, threaded wheel grind-
ing can be employed to reduce grind-
ing time significantly, especially for 
large volumes. Optimal gear quality, 
surface finish and complex gear modi-
fications are then achieved by profile 
grinding in the finishing operation. In, 
for example, the case of a workpiece 
with module 14 and a tip diameter of 
approximately 1,500 mm, the high gear 
quality achieved by the profile grinding 
process can be realized with a 55 per-
cent increase in productivity.”

For more information:
Gleason Corporation
1000 University Avenue
P.O. Box 22970
Rochester, NY 14692
www.gleason.com

For Gears As Big As Your Needs...
The RZ1000

The new RZ1000 makes small 
work out of big gear production.
•	OD	capacity	85mm	-	1000mm
•	Ideal	for	small	batches	or	large	
 production runs
•	Continuous	generation	process	up
	 to	5X	more	productive	than	
 form grinding

                                       

Reishauer Corporation  
1525 Holmes Road, Elgin, IL 60123

Ph: 847-888-3828  Fx: 847-888-0343
usa@reishauer.com   www.reishauer.com

Get more details at 

www.RZ1000.com

Energy Agriculture/Construction Mining Industrial

Reishauer also manufactures a complete 
line	of	CBN	and	Diamond	Tooling.

RZ1000GT1-2PgAd1209.indd   1 1/5/10   9:48 AM
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Double-, 
Triple-Cut 
Hobs 
ROUGH OR FINISH 
LARGE GEARS

The PWS large coarse pitch hobs 
available from Star SU are ideal for 
hobbing wind turbine gears. They 
come in a range of materials and coat-
ings as well as ground forms up to DIN 
AAA quality. The hob sizes range from 
20 (1.25 DP) to 40 (0.635 DP) mod-
ule and lengths up to 430 mm (16.9 
inches). CNC inspection reports as well 
as resharpening and recoating services 
are available.

For more information:
Star SU LLC
5200 Prairie Stone Parkway,
Suite 100
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192
Phone: (847) 649-1450
Fax: (847) 649-0112
www.star-su.com

continued

Wireless 
Bore Gauge 
CUTS OUT CABLES

The Wigigauge wireless bore gauge 
(WBG) from Solartron Metrology is 
the first in a new line of Bluetooth-
enabled linear measurement and gaug-
ing systems.

The high-precision IP65-rated 
gauge functions without cables 

to download measurement data. 
Manufacturers can design and place 
workstations with respect to this free-
dom of limitation. 

Previous hand-held electronic gaug-
es connected tools to the receiving SPC 
system, printer or data logger. Cable 

http://www.geartechnology.com
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Two CNC worm and thread grind-
ing machines and a CNC gear profile 
grinding machine are the latest product 
additions from Supertec Machinery, 
Inc.

The WT200 has a 7.9-inch diam-
eter capacity and the WT300 has an 
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continued

At the International Robots, 
Vision and Motion Control 
Show in Chicago, FANUC 
Robotics presented heavy-duty 
and compact assembly robot-
ics that emphasized the compa-
ny’s latest six-axis technology. 
Demonstrations included intel-
ligent assembly and Certified 
Education Robot Training 
(CERT) units.  

The M-200iA/1200 super 
heavy-duty robot is able to lift 
parts weighing up to 3,000 lbs. 

FANUC 
Heavy Duty 
Robots 

HANDLE LARGE 
CASTINGS

This is the second in FANUC’s 
l ine of heavy-duty robots 
designed to handle truck, trac-
tor, automotive frames and 
other large castings. The M-
2000iA/1200 has a rigid arm 
design with a vertical lifting 

stroke of 6.2 m for transferring 
extremely heavy items.  

The machine was equipped 
with iRVision 2-D error proofing 
and Dual Check Safety Speed 
and Position Check software, 
demonstrating its high capacity 

TECHNOLOGY  
���������� �

Tyrolit 
Grinding 
Wheel 
ACHIEVES MAX 
PROFILE RETENTION 
WITH MINIMAL WEAR

The M-1iA compact assembly robot.
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Supertec 
Machinery 
DEBUTS GEAR 
GRINDING 
MACHINES

damage and tangles were common and 
lead to downtime, and cable length and 
routing often dictated the design and 
placement of gauging stations.

“Industry has been asking for 
this type of wireless gauge for quite 
some time,” says Neil Curtis, sales 
and marketing director for Solartron 

Metrology. “We are delighted to offer 
the solution. Applications for the 
Wigigauge WBG include any man-
ufacturing plant producing precision 
bored holes, such as automotive com-
ponents.”

The Wigigauge is compatible with 
industry standard M6 and M10 gauge 

head threads. The transducer is linear 
along its full measuring range, mak-
ing it easy to set up and adaptable for 
applications other than bore gauging. 
Users choose resolution up to 0.1 μm. 
A NiMH battery pack provides up 
to 10 hours of continuous data trans-
mission and is removable for off-line 
charging.

For more information:
Solartron Metrology 
915 N. New Hope Road, Suite C
Gastonia, NC 28054
Phone: (800) 873-5838
usasales@solartronmetrology.com
www.solartronmetrology.com

http://www.geartechnology.com
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P R O D U C T   N E W S

tooth tip modification, tooth flank 
(crowning) and reference root.  

Thermal growth is minimized by 
the linear motor and grinding wheel 
spindle cooler, cutting oil chiller and 
an electric cabinet air conditioner. 
The PG-400 has a 5.1 inch thru hole 

11.9-inch grinding capacity. These two 
CNC worm gear and thread grinding 
machines feature a combined con-
trol, PC-based computer with Smart 
Grinding software, a direct drive 
motor and a linear motor ensures the 
machines’ high precision.

The control’s specially developed 
software is flexible and provides an 
almost infinite number of profiles, 
management of grinding cycles, dress-
ing cycles and storage of machine 
processes and profile data. The flex-
ible dressing software allows profile 
of grinding wheels for standardized 
worm profiles and multi-ribbed grind-
ing wheels for thread grinding, includ-
ing tip root modifications and profiles 
of pump rotors.

The WT200 and WT300 are 
designed for double lead grinding, 
taper thread grinding, single flank 
grinding, dual pressure angle grind-
ing, plug thread gage, rolling die and 
crusher roller grinding.

The PG-400 achieves class AGMA 
12 (DIN 4 grade) on profile and lead 
gears for tens of thousands of dol-
lars less than other CNC gear profile 
grinders. Features include direct drive 
and linear motors and a Fanuc 2li-MB 
PC-based control with shop floor lan-
guage. Other features include simple 

http://www.geartechnology.com
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bore on the workhead and 15.7 inches 
between centers for large part capabil-
ity. The machine can grind very small 
teeth. The PG-400 is capable of grind-
ing spline gears, modifying profiles 
and leading edges and grinding profile 
shifted gears.

For more information:
Supertec Machinery, Inc.
Phone: (562) 220-1675
www.supertecusa.com

Versatile 
Reishauer 
Grinder 

ADAPTED FOR 
LARGER GEARS

The RZ 260 gear grinding machine 
from Reishauer is based on the suc-
cessful RZ 150 series, but not only has 
size been increased, but all components 
have been adapted to handle higher 
loads and forces that occur when grind-
ing larger gears. The machine is capa-
ble of grinding gears with an outside 
diameter of 260 mm and modules up 
to 4 mm.

One focus of Reishauer’s in design-
ing the RZ 260 was having the ability 
to achieve different production require-
ments for a range of customers. The 
machine can be fitted with one or two 
work spindles. The two-spindle ver-
sion minimizes loading times. The sin-
gle work spindle option is appropriate 
for when investment and tooling costs 
must be reduced and/or the workpiece 
handling times are less important.

Both versions of the RZ 260 can 
be equipped with a fixed or CNC-
controlled axis for swiveling the dress-
ing tool. With this option, dressing tool 
flexibility can be increased, so they can 

http://www.supertecusa.com
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continued

High-
Speed Tool 
Resharpener 
PRICED 
COMPETITIVELY

The smal l - foo tpr in t  ANCA 
FastGrind CNC tool and cutter grinder 
for high-speed tool resharpening is 

appropriate for tools 0.35 mm to 12 
mm in diameter. The concept behind 
the FastGrind is to provide grinding 
quality and reliability of the ANCA 
range at an economical cost, according 
to the company in a press release.

The FastGrind provides high posi-

tioning accuracies in all five mechani-
cal axes with an additional four soft-
ware axes. Linear axes are ball screw-
driven, and the two rotary axes are 
direct-driven. The FastGrind sharpens 
drills, step drills, end mills, burrs, pro-
file tools, routers and special tools. 

be used for a range of gears, compared 
to a fixed dresser, where tools are typi-
cally workpiece specific.

Other Reishauer design characteris-
tics incorporated in the RZ 260 include 
the Reishauer generating module for 
highest gear quality, low noise shifting 
technology for low gear noise emis-
sions, twist control grinding technol-
ogy to create defined values for flank 
twist and the Reishauer HMI for fast 
change-over and set-up times.

For more information:
Reishauer
1525 Holmes Road
Elgin, IL 60123
Phone: (847) 888-3828
www.reishauer.com

http://www.geartechnology.com
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Leitz Gear Inspection  new ways of thinking.

High precision gear inspection 

centers for gear diameters  

up to 4500mm / 177” and shaft 

lengths of up to 7000mm / 275”.

Any type of gear. 

Any type of cutting tool. 

... and any gearbox too!

          Call It

 a CMM 
   if You Like

For North America please contact:
Hexagon Metrology, Inc.
North Kingstown, RI  02852
phone: 1-401-886-2422
Peter.Edge@hexagonmetrology.com
www.HexagonMetrology.us

Hexagon Metrology GmbH
Wetzlar, Germany
Contact.leitz@hexagonmetrology.com
www.leitz-metrology.com

25 Bar  
Furnace 
A VIABLE 
ALTERNATIVE TO 
OIL QUENCH

The machine features a double-ended 
HSK40 wheel spindle for flexibility 
and minimizing set-up time. Maximum 
wheel diameter is eight inches. A part 
probing system comes standard.

The FastGrind features the ANCA 
iGrind software and is priced at $120,000.

The ANCA Iview tool inspection 

software package is optional. The soft-
ware works smoothly along with the 
machine operating software and a cam-
era, which mounts inside the grinder. 
iView has a standard magnification of 
300:1, and other magnifications can 
be supplied. The system accuracy is 
two microns. The software generates 

the ideal shape for standard tool geom-
etries and protracts it over the actual 
tool image.

The machine axis saddles are con-
structed from a single-piece casting, 
so they feature extreme rigidity and 
reduced vibration during machining. 
The grinding spindle is mounted on a 
single piece casting as well for robust-
ness. Optional features include a fire 
suppression system, manual steady and 
manual hydraulic Schunk chuck.

According to Russell Riddiford, 
ANCA, Inc. president, “With the 
FastGrind, we created a way for the 
tool-making shops to access ANCA 
technology affordably, without com-
promising ANCA quality.”

For more information:
ANCA, Inc.
31129 Century Drive
Wixom, MI 48393
Phone: (248) 926-4466 
Fax: (248) 926-4475
sales@anca.com.au
www.anca.com

mailto:Edge@hexagonmetrology.com
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GEAR EXPO PREVIEW

Emuge Corp.
Booth 700

The Emuge System SG expanding-
bush design workholding solution is 
used for hobbing, shaping and shaving 
for gear production as well as milling 
and inspection.  

The solution is designed based on 
a series of short tapers that expand or 
contract in contact with axial force. 
The System SG can be designed for ID 
or OD clamping. It features a large sur-
face area contact with the workpiece, 
which is capable of holding almost the 
whole diameter of the clamping area.

The System SG gives the workpiece 
a slight axial movement towards an end 
stop for stiff operation, and it handles 
higher transferable torque values typi-
cal of modern machining operations.

For more information:
Emuge Corp.
1800 Century Drive
West Boylston, MA 01583

Phone: (800) 323-3013
Fax: (800) 393-1302
info@emuge.com
www.emuge.com 

System SG workholding from Emuge.�����������

facturing capacity and demand at this 
time are in sync. I’ve read a little about 
the issue of ‘energy credits’ when it 
comes to the business of alternative 

standing, these energy credits (created 

native—wind—energy projects) have 
become a trading commodity on Wall 
Street, and their short-term future is 

“I think the level of intensity will 
be greatly reduced,” says Koepfer’s 

ness has committed to many programs 

Says Great Lakes’ Mackowsky, 

thing else, is experiencing the same 
amount of downturn. I don’t see the 
activity level now that we saw two 

Taking the long view, “The wind 
energy market has not been immune 
to the economic downturn,” says 

rent lull in the feverish growth of wind 
energy, the long-term demand and 

es remains strong, and we expect a 

As for the co-location with the heat 
treaters, says Finegan, “Heat treating 
is an integral part of gear processing, 
and, as such, has a role to play at Gear 

“Co-location is a new concept for 
Gear Expo,” says Richmond. “The 
plan is to meld two common processes 
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Hohenstein clamping fixtures are now 
available in North America through a 
sales agreement with Emuge.

N E W S

“By adding the specialized clamp-
ing fixtures from Hohenstein to our 
lines, we further demonstrate our com-
mitment to our customers to fulfill their 
unique application requirements,” says 
Peter Matysiak, president of Emuge. 
“The fixtures are a natural addition, as 
our precision workholding department 
specializes in customized solutions 
where accuracy and repeatability play 
a major role.”

The two companies view their 
partnership as a symbiotic relation-
ship. Hohenstein provides Emuge with 
plumbed pneumatic and hydraulic 
manifold base plates, which are used 
in conjunction with Emuge workhold-
ing and workholding nests. Hohenstein 
mounts Emuge workholding to its 
tombstone and pallet devices.

“Emuge’s reputation for offer-
ing the highest quality cutting tools, 
workholding solutions and engineer-
ing/application support made them the 
logical choice to be our agent in North 
America,” says Michael Franzki, man-
aging director of Hohenstein.

Carl Zeiss 
OPENS WEST 
COAST TECH CENTER

Irvine, CA is the home to the Carl 
Zeiss IMT West Coast Tech Center. 
“We are dedicated to supporting the 
high-tech industry on the West Coast 
by providing customers easy access to 
our most modern and advanced tech-
nology,” says Andy Sisler, vice presi-

continued
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Seco/Warwick introduced a 25 Bar 
Single Chamber Vacuum Furnace as 
a process alternative to vacuum fur-
naces using an oil quench. The 25 Bar 
HPQ provides the same hardness prop-
erties as an oil quench, and when it 
is equipped with optional PreNit and 
FineCarb advanced LPC vacuum car-
burizing technology, the furnace can 
reduce cycle time by up to 50 percent 
in certain applications.

Using helium as a quench medium, 
the 25 Bar furnace lowers distortion 
and renders parts washing unnecessary. 
Loads are both heated and quenched 
in the same chamber with the single 
chamber furnace. Many of the prob-
lems associated with oil quenching 
are minimized with the 25 Bar HPQ 
including the disposal of spent quench 
fluids, the requirement for a washer 
to clean parts and post heat treating 
machining needed to compensate for 
part distortion in oil. 

Helium is used as a process atmo-
sphere to maximize cooling. Recycling 
systems are available to recover and 
reuse the helium, which tends to be 
higher cost than other process gases; 
however, there are many choices for 
supply systems, and helium follows the 
same installation guidelines as nitrogen. 

Seco/Warwick is offering free trials 
for a limited time at their R&D facility, 
so companies interested in the process 
can obtain a full metallurgical report 

for their samples without any risk. 
Customers that decide to invest in the 
new technology will receive extra field 
support to assure proper installation 
and efficient operation.

For more information:
Seco/Warwick
P.O. Box 908
Meadville, PA 16335
www.secowarwick.com
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Grinding 
Wheel 
IMPROVES  
SURFACE FINISH

The SK23w ceramic grinding wheel 
specification from Burka-Kosmos dras-
tically increases the Q’w and V’w rates. 
This type of grinding wheel is more reli-
able in respect to burning/cracking while 
improving surface finish and lowering 
grinding times. Since grinding wheel 
wear is reduced and there is the capa-

 P R O D U C T   N E W S

Specialty finger chucks from 
LMC Workholding are designed for 
hard turning gears on truck axles or 
drive line components. By changing 
pin locations, one chuck is capable of 
handling over 40 different gears. These 

One  
LMC Chuck 
HANDLES  
OVER 40 GEARS

bility to self-sharpen during the grind-
ing process, form is maintained, which 
results in reduced dressing cycle. The 
SK23w provides for longer wheel life 
and lower cycle times. 

For more information:
JRM International, Inc.
5701 Industrial Avenue
Loves Park, IL 61111
Phone: (815) 282-9330
Fax: (815) 282-9150
www.jrminternational.com

http://www.geartechnology.com
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Solar also recently delivered an 
R&D vacuum heat treating furnace for 
use in the metallurgical development 
lab of a specialties metal industry cus-
tomer. This furnace will be used for 
steel, low pressure vacuum carburizing, 
magnetic metal developments, alloy 
testing and process development.

The hot zone dimensions of the 
model HFL-5748-2EQ are 36 inch-
es wide x 36 inches high x 48 inches 
deep. Since the customer required such 
a high temperature with uniformity, the 
hot zone is insulated with eight layers 
of 0.5 inch-thick, high purity graph-
ite felt, which makes it more energy 
efficient. A hot face of 0.040 inch-
thick Flex Shield, a flexible carbon 
fiber reinforced graphite foil, protects 
the insulation pack. The hot zone has 
thin graphite heating elements mounted 
cylindrically inside and divided into 
several trim zones. The hearth has a 
weight capacity of 2,000 pounds. 

Other features include the SolarVac 
3000 control system, a high-capacity 
copper heat exchanger, 150 hp drive 
motor and a radial blade fan for high 
velocity gas quenching through “for-
ward tapered” graphite nozzles. The 
front door uses a pneumatically oper-
ated, locking ring closure for posi-
tive pressure quenching to 15 psig (2 
bar). High vacuum performance of 1 x  
10 -5 Torr is possible because of a 20 
inch Varian diffusion pump.

“Our customer needed a robust 
vacuum furnace to sinter heavy tung-
sten alloys at very high temperatures,” 
says Pete Reh, vice president of sales 
for Solar. “We demonstrated that our 
vacuum furnaces can achieve high per-
formance operation with low cost of 
ownership through the use of state-of-
the-art-materials.”

The horizontal, front loading model 
HFL-2624-10IQ furnace has a work 
zone 18 inches wide x 14 inches high 
x 24 inches deep, work load capac-
ity of 750 pounds and maximum oper-
ating temperature of 2,400 degrees 
Fahrenheit meeting AMS 2750D tem-

continued
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Michael E. Lutheran, vice presi-
dent of United States Metal Powders 
Inc. (USMP), of Flemington, NJ, 
was elected president of the Metal 
Powder Industries Federation; and 
Barton White, president of SCM Metal 
Products Inc., of Research Triangle 
Park, N.C., was elected president of the 
Metal Powder Producers Association.

Lutheran follows Mark C. Paullin 
in the position. Paullin is president 
and CEO of Capstan, Gardena, CA. 
Prior to joining USMP in 2007, which 
was formerly U.S. Bronze Powders 
Inc., Lutheran was senior vice presi-
dent of North American Höganäs, Inc., 
Hollsopple, PA. Previously serving as 

MP Groups 
ELECT OFFICERS

served as vice president and general 
manager of AMPAL Inc., Palmerton, 
PA. He holds a bachelor’s degree 
in chemistry and a master’s in busi-
ness administration from Concordia 
University in Montreal.

Kim W. Beck, president and CEO, 
Automatic Feed Co., Napoleon, OH, 
continues in the role of secretary. 
Steven R. Stokey, executive vice presi-
dent, Allied Machine and Engineering 
Corp., Dover, OH, was elected to a 
three-year term as a member of the 
board of directors. Carl Reed, presi-
dent and CEO, Abbot Workholding 
Products, Manhattan, KS, was reelect-
ed to another three-year term as board 
member.

president of MPPA and a director of 
APMI International, the PM industries 
professional society, Lutheran has a 
degree in metallurgical engineering 
from Penn State.

Before joining SCM in 2004, White 

Michael E. Lutheran.
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continued

Mobile 
Induction 
Heater 
TREATS METAL PARTS

Digimac is a compact, transport-
able induction heating system from GH 
Induction Group. It is capable of outputs 
up to 25 kW and 20 kHz. 

The system includes the generator 
with digital interface for control and 
a handheld transformer and coil. The 

hard turning chucks handle a maximum 
of 2,800 rpm for gears up to 20 inches 
in diameter.

For more information:
LMC Workholding
P.O. Box 7006
Logansport, IN 46947
Phone: (574) 735-0225
Fax: (574) 722-6559
info@lmcworkholding.com
www.lmcworkholding.com

MPC control provides power regula-
tion, alarms and cooling water flow 
data. There is an optional semi-automat-
ic mode with energy control available. 
Temperature feedback can help control 
the heating cycle, and pre-programmed 

mailto:info@lmcworkholding.com
http://www.lmcworkholding.com
http://www.geartechnology.com/redirect.php?http://www.presrite.com
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The VTP-1000 vertical sub-micron 
turning center from Fuji performs finish 
hard turning of parts more accurately, in 
up to 75 percent shorter cycle times and 
with less capital investment. The turning 
center is available with four-axis simul-
taneous ID/OD diameter rough and fin-
ish turning. A stiff RS zero friction box/
roller slide construction ensures sub-
micron accuracy and high surface finish 
output during linear and circular inter-
polation.

For more information:
Fuji Machine America Corp.
171 Corporate Woods Parkway
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
Phone: (847) 821-2473
www.fujiamerica.com

Fuji  
Vertical 
Turning 
Center 
CUTS CYCLE TIMES

CNC Coarse Pitch 
Hob Sharpening

• Straight and Helical, class AAA quality hob sharpening 
• GE Fanuc 310i control, Windows XP Environment 
• Schneeberger Quinto5 conversational programming, 15” touch screen. 
• Available online automatic CNC Dressing cycles. 
• Wide range of machines for every budget and need. 
• Call us for to discuss your needs. 

Schneeberger Large End Hob Grinder 
obs with 20” Wheels.  Up to 20” Diameter H 52 Hp (100%) Power Plant. 

J. Schneeberger Corp. 
1380 Gateway Dr. #8
Elgin IL 60124
Tel. 847-888-3498
www.schneeberger-us.com

Butler Gear
– Specializing in Industrial Gear Manufacturing –

118” diameter MAAG cut External Gears
106” pd x 19” Face Internal Gears

Visit us at www.butlergear.com
12819 W. Silver Spring Rd.

Butler, WI 53007
Ph: 262-781-3270   Fax: 262-781-1896

e-mail: gears@butlergear.com

OUR NEW ARRIVAL

FELLOWS GEAR SHAPER 88-16

Butler Gear
Our 50th Year in Business

heating cycles can be stored in memory. 
Digimac is used for various industrial 
applications including heat straightening 
metal parts, welding cooling pipes, paint 
and varnish cleaning and sealing.

For more information:
GH Induction Group
1840 Roslyn Rd. 
Grosse Point Woods, MI 48236
Phone: (313) 432-1602
gheusa@comcast.net
www.ghe-usa.com

http://www.butlergear.com
mailto:gears@butlergear.com
http://www.geartechnology.com
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continued

The global wind energy market has seen average growth 
rates of 28 percent over the last 10 years, according to the 
Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC), creating major chal-
lenges for the component supply industry. GWEC also fore-
casts an average growth rate of 22 percent for the next five 

Wind Turbine 
Pitch and Yaw  

Drive Manufacturers
D R A W  B R E A T H  A S  M A R K E T  S L O W S

Colin Marson, Lisergy Consulting

(This article has been prepared by UK-based Lisergy Consulting, an independent market research consultancy  
working within the wind energy sector.)

years, which if realized, will continue to put pressure on sup-
pliers of turbine components. 

While the current financial crisis is dampening demand 
temporarily, the market is expected to rebound, potentially 

stock.xchng - Wind turbines (stock photo by saavem) [id: 1051412]

http://www.sxc.hu/browse.phtml?f=download&id=1051412[1/10/2010 8:39:07 AM]
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its manufacturing recently, investing in additional capacity 
in three plants, including one in China. It is 100 percent-
owned by the Storchi family and has a 20 percent market 
share.

Brevini is also family owned. While the smallest of the 
three main Italian producers of drives, it has invested signifi-
cantly in manufacturing in China and more recently released 
plans for a large wind drive production plant in the United 
States scheduled to start production in 2011.  

China-based NGC is the only non-European company to 
be producing more than 10,000 units a year. Their market 
share is around 10 percent, but increasing rapidly based on 
the fast growth in the Chinese wind energy market. Most of 
the drives are for Chinese consumption, but NGC has a sup-
ply arrangement with GE Energy resulting in some global 
sales. Nanjing, like Zollern, is a major producer of main 
drive gearboxes for wind turbines.

The Liebherr Group is one of the largest 
construction equipment manufacturers in the 
world. For the wind energy market, it produc-
es gear cutting machines and mobile cranes 
for mounting wind turbines. The manufac-
ture of drive technology is based in Biberach, 
Germany. Liebherr-Werk Biberach GmbH has 
almost 60 years of experience as an internal 
supplier for drive technology for many applica-
tions within the group, which has been applied 
to the wind energy market since the mid-1990s. 
The company is the only manufacturer world-
wide that offers not only individual components 
but also produces complete drive systems con-
sisting of gearboxes, electric motors, bearings 
and control units.

Zollern is a long-established German 
manufacturing group, partly owned by the 
Hohenzollern and Merckle families. Pitch and 
azimuth gears are produced in Germany and 

also in its assembling facility in China. Zollern also produces 
wind turbine gearboxes, and thus has a wider offer to the 
wind energy market than pitch and yaw drives.

Nabtesco is known globally for motion control tech-
nology, particularly in the robotics reduction gear market, 
where it holds over 60 percent global market share. Nabtesco 
manufactures yaw and pitch drives that use a unique gear 
technology, making them significantly lighter and smaller 
than conventional drives.

Other players in the market include Bosch-Rexroth, the 
large German industrial machinery manufacturer that also 
produces wind turbine gearboxes.  

Has the Financial Crisis Impacted the Market?
The major drive producers over the last few years have seen 

growth rates of 20–30 percent in sales, reflecting the increases 
in wind turbine production. This rate of growth has brought 
with it major challenges for the component supply industry.

As wind power sales manager at Bonfiglioli, Fabio 

resulting in future bottlenecks in supply of key components. 
Some of the least-discussed but critical components are 

the yaw and pitch drives used to orient the turbine and blades 
in relation to the wind. These drives ensure the turbine opti-
mizes its position to generate energy efficiently and safely.

To understand the dynamics of this vital but little-
researched part of the market, Lisergy Consulting has inter-
viewed the major players and some new entrants to create a 
view of the market and its future challenges. 

Four key global players were interviewed: Bonfiglioli 
Riduttori, Comer Industries, Brevini Power Transmission 
and Nanjing High Speed Gearbox, plus other players, to gain 
their perspective on this fast-changing market. 

Market Structure
One of the first areas to investigate was to identify the 

size of this market. Based on industry estimates, the com-
bined global volume for yaw and pitch drives in 2008 was 
around 118,000 units.

The market value is now estimated to be 
over 420 million euros per year. This has cre-
ated opportunities for existing players to grow 
rapidly and has attracted the attention of new 
entrants who seek to gain a position in the fast-
growing wind energy market.

The wind turbine pitch and yaw drive mar-
ket is currently dominated by Italian suppliers, 
particularly Bonfiglioli, Comer and Brevini, 
but more recently, Chinese supplier Nanjing 
High-Speed & Accurate Gear Group Co., Ltd. 
(NGC) has also become significant. All of 
these companies have largely come from tra-
ditional drive and gearbox markets for use in 
cranes, industrial machinery and agriculture. 

By diversifying into wind energy, each has 
grown its business dramatically and gained 
a significant market share. This success is in 
some part making up for the current downturn 
in building construction machinery and vehicle manufactur-
ing, markets in which several wind industry players are also 
involved.   

Of the top eight global players, three are Italian, three 
are German, one is Chinese and one Japanese. Unlike other 
global sectors, no major U.S. manufacturer holds a signifi-
cant position in the wind turbine pitch and yaw drives mar-
ket, but today this is perhaps set to change. 

Key Players Dominate
The top six players represent more than 87 percent of the 

global production.
Bonfiglioli, based in Lippo di Calderara (near Bologna), 

Italy is a family owned company and is the key yaw and pitch 
drive supplier globally, with a market share of 29 percent. It 
has doubled its production capacity in two years in Italy and 
opened a new factory in India to service the Asian market.

Comer Industries, also based in Italy with a head office 
in Reggiolo, is the second-largest supplier and has expanded 

http://www.geartechnology.com
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Campana states, “The last three years saw an amazing 
growth of the demand. We had to double the production 
capacity in three years in Italy and open a new factory in 
India.”

However, the global financial crisis has now affected 
planned wind turbine projects in most countries, resulting in 
a reduced forecast growth rate for 2009 of around 10–15 per-
cent globally. Only within China have growth rates remained 
well above this global average, as the Chinese government 
funds internal infrastructure projects such as wind energy. 
NGC has indicated annual growth rates in the last three years 
have been 100 percent in China, with 2009 forecast to be 
again at this level. So indigenous suppliers such as NGC and 
those supplying imported drives or components (bearings), 
will continue to see rapid growth due to Chinese demand.  

This reduction in growth globally may actually provide 
opportunities for the drives suppliers to consolidate and 
restructure their supply chain, providing a more consistent 
and resilient supply of drives to wind turbine companies. 

Are the Long Lead Times for 
Drives Likely to Reduce?

One of the key challenges for wind turbine companies 
in the last five years has been the growth in demand and the 
inability of component suppliers to match this requirement. 
In recent years, lead times have been well in excess of six 
months for wind drives, causing some problems for wind 

turbine producers. 
As Campana of Bonfiglioli states, “The demand has 

grown too quickly. Clients were asking for more products 
immediately, but we could not fulfill such growing demand, 
so we could just speed up the existing plants (expansions) 
and the opening of new plants. During that time we were 
running behind the demand. We are not experiencing prob-
lems anymore, but we did for the past three years.”

Much of this long lead time was actually not entirely 
due to drive manufacturers themselves, but to bottlenecks of 
bought-in drive component supplies such as notch gears and 
bearings. This has resulted in several drive producers look-
ing to internalize manufacturing of strategic components.

Massimiliano Colombo, marketing manager at Brevini, 
confirms this. “Like our competitors, we also decided to 
internalize the production of pinion gears. We now produce 
them internally. We want to be fully independent within 
three or four years.”

Matteo Storchi, sales director at Comer Industries, 
reports a similar situation. “There has been a big problem in 
sourcing the components to manufacture our products. This 
is because such growth in demand was unexpected. The sup-
ply chain was not ready for it. Most manufacturers could not 
fulfill the demand; they just did not expect the high demand 
and were not prepared for it.”

Key drive suppliers such as Comer and Bonfiglioli have 
continued

U.S. Office Location (Chicago)
2400 E. Devon Ave., Suite 210, Des Plaines, IL 60018
     PHONE: 847-375-8892
     FAX:       847-699-1022

DTR has sales territories available.
Call for more information.

  WWW.DRAGON.CO.KR
(formerly Dragon Precision Tools)

DTR. Your best choice for Hobs.
DTR is a world class supplier of the finest, high performance long life 
hobs for small and large gear cutting applications. Established in 
1976, we are one of the world’s largest producers of hobs, shipping 
over 3,000 units per month.

DTR offers a full line of hobs AGMA, DIN, JIS and ISO standards, 
modules ranging from 0.5 to 32, available in Class A, AA and AAA 
tolerances. We can produce virtually any hob including involute, 
worm, chain sprocket, timing pulley, serration, spline or special tooth 
shape, and shaper cutters for auto, aerospace, wind, mining, 
construction and other industrial gears.

Every hob is precision-made with the latest in coatings and high 
speed steels (Grade M-2, M-35 or ASP 30, etc.) giving you the best 
possible tool to achieve superior cutting. DTR uses top of the line 
equipment including Reischauer CNC hob grinding and Klingelnberg 
CNC sharpening and inspection equipment. 

Learn more about our outstanding quality hobs at www.dragon.co.kr. 
Call us at 847-375-8892 or 

Email alex@dragon.co.kr for a quotation. 

All the Hobs You Will Ever Need are Right HereAll the Hobs You Will Ever Need are Right Here
Call with Your Specs NOW!

Headquarters
36B-11L, Namdong Industrial Complex, Namdong-Gu, Incheon, Korea
     PHONE: +82.32.814.1540
     FAX:       +82.32.814.5381
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expanded capacity to reduce lead times and brought in-house 
some outsourced manufacturing to reduce bottlenecks from 
suppliers.

“The supply problems were a critical factor until the end 
of the first half of 2008. We have made additional invest-
ments in order to be more flexible and avoid these bottle-
necks. They mainly involved a vertical integration,” says 
Storchi.

As result of the slowdown in demand, due to the finan-
cial crisis and increased capacity by Bonfiglioli, Comer and 
others, lead times have now reduced to four to six weeks 
for standard items. However, specialist drive configurations 
can still see drive suppliers quoting lead times more than 24 
weeks from order placement.

Once the market improves, and if growth rates get back 
to 25 percent a year, we may see these lead times increase 
again, although the additional capacity from existing and 
new entrants, plus in-house manufacturing of some compo-
nents, should help protect against this. 

Different Strategies are Evolving
The market offerings of the suppliers of yaw and pitch 

drives are also changing over time, as the market develops, 
becoming more competitive and sophisticated. 

Liebherr-Werk Biberach GmbH, the German compo-
nent supplier, sees its main advantage in being an “expert 
partner” for its clients. Solutions for wind turbines include 
complete pitch and yaw systems consisting of gearboxes, 
bearings, electric motors and, on demand, electronic con-
trol units. Its high degree of vertical integration enables the 
Liebherr Group to offer hydraulic pitch systems as well. 

At Comer Industries the approach is somewhat differ-
ent, with Storchi stating reliability as the main feature. “The 
technology is not as important as the reliability of the prod-
uct. The intervention costs are very high, so it is important to 
deliver a product that works and lasts.”

Bonfiglioli again has an inclusive strategy, similar to that 
of Liebherr, as explained by Campana. “Our advantage is to 
be a wind solution provider that means to offer a complete 
set of products needed for a wind generator—a complete 
package. Drives (for yaw and pitch) remain our core busi-
ness, but we tend to promote sales of complementary prod-
ucts.” At Bonfiglioli, the emphasis is towards the control 
systems, with the electronics becoming part of its wind drive 
system sell. 

Brevini has made great efforts to grow its business in the 
wind sector, seeing quality and availability as key factors. 
“Luckily we don’t see emerging new technology, so our 
demand will remain steady,” says Colombo.

Nabtesco, the Japanese manufacturer, has created a sig-
nificant market position based on its novel gear technology, 
which has led to lighter and smaller drives over conventional 
units.

Investment and Growth
The investment in drive production capacity has been 

significant, to close the gap with demand. All of the major 
drive manufacturers have increased capacity and have plans 
to increase it further.

Says Campana, “We invested 50 million euros in increas-
ing the capacity. Over 7 percent of turnover was spent on 
new machinery.”  
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29%
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20%
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11%
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Liebherr
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For Comer Industries, the plans for capacity expansion 
have been aggressive. “We planned to produce three times 
more gearboxes, expanding the production of the compo-
nents that created supplying problems to three plants, one 
of them in China,” says Storchi. “I expect a capacity growth 
between 40 and 50 percent per year. To reach a total of 
55,000 or 60,000 units in three years.”

At Brevini, the position is equally ambitious, according 
to Colombo. “Our strategy will be to expand in China, Japan 
and the U.S.A, opening new facilities and doubling our pro-
duction capacity.”

Even with the current, challenging global conditions, 
drive manufacturers are taking a longer-term view, such as 
that from Storchi at Comer. “There is a high demand. I read 
the growth is estimated at 15 to 20 percent per year until 
2020.”

Meanwhile, NGC has also increased its capacity of 
drives dramatically in the last three years by tripling yaw 
production and doubling pitch production.

New Entrants
The dominant positions of the current global players 

may well begin to come under threat in the near future, as 
new companies begin to enter the market and others begin to 
review their wind energy strategies. 

Sumitomo, the major Japanese industrial giant, is already 
continued

present in the market supplying gearboxes for wind turbines, 
but it launched a new yaw drive for wind power use at 
Hannover Messe 2009. 

ABM Greiffenberger, a specialist German supplier better 
known for its gearboxes and electric motors, also entered the 
market in 2009 at Hannover Messe. ABM’s range includes 
yaw and pitch drives as well as its own purpose-built electric 
motor.

Oerlikon Fairfield, with global headquarters in the United 
States, has been involved in the North American wind power 
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“Faster new product development at most competitive prices 
to compete with global manufacturers.” 
—Manufacturing engineer at a manufacturer of steering gear 
assemblies in India  

“Finding products that fill a niche that will keep U.S. mov-
ing forward. Current product line is aging.” 
—Design engineer at a U.S. manufacturer of grinding equip-
ment  

“Foreign ownership, plant closure to transfer manufacturing 
work out of U.S.A.” 
—Manufacturing engineer at a U.S. manufacturer of four-
wheel-drive transfer cases 
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market for almost three decades, providing customized main 
turbine and yaw drive assemblies as well as large precision 
gearing components. “We have numerous new opportunities 
under review that will increase our share in the wind market 
segment,” says John Strickland, Fairfield’s vice president of 
marketing and strategic planning. 

The drives market is becoming an increasingly competi-
tive marketplace. In view of the small number of global wind 
turbine producers and the dominance of the existing drive 
producers, it remains to be seen if these new suppliers can 
find a long-term position in the market.

Will there be Winners and Losers?
The recent increase in the number of new entrants and 

the rapid expansion of capacity raise the question of who 
will survive in the long term and whether the market can sus-
tain all these new companies. 

At Bonfiglioli, the view is clear. “Our goals were and 
still are to be the market leader in the yaw and pitch seg-
ments, and this can only be achieved by offering comple-
mentary products in order to offer a complete package and 
pursuing the quality excellence for the most reliable prod-
ucts,” says Campana.

Only time will tell, but perhaps those companies that can 
sustain consistent availability and quality, and can provide 
a “systems solution,” are perhaps best placed in the longer 
term. 

As Storchi of Comer Industries stated, “There will be 
proof of Darwin’s law of natural selection. Only the large 
and solid manufacturers will remain on the market. It will be 
tough, but the strong companies will survive.”

For more information:
Colin Marson, senior consultant
Lisergy Consulting
Victoria House
5 Lilac Drive
Lutterworth, Leicestershire LE17 4FP
United Kingdom
Phone: + 44 (0) 1455 552122
colin.marson@lisergy.info
www.lisergy.info
 

Lisergy Consulting is a specialist market 
research consultancy with over 20  years 
experience in business-to-business markets. 
The consultancy specializes in technical and 
engineering, including global  gear and drive 
markets. Their experience extends to renew-
able energy applications such as solar and 
wind energy, as well as a range of specialist 
applications in robotics, valves, lathes, x-ray 
and radar.

Colin Marson 
Colin Marson has held 
senior commercial posi-
tions with several global 
organizations, with respon-
s ibi l i ty for  market ing,  
competitor intelligence, 
strategic planning and 
business development. 
He initially worked for Shell 

in a marketing capacity, before moving to 
GlaxoSmithKline as a UK business manager. 
Colin has also worked for Reckitt & Benckiser 
and Akzo Nobel in senior international roles, 
responsible for industrial products. Prior to 
establishing Lisergy Consulting, Colin was a  
senior consultant with Frost & Sullivan, a global 
market research consultancy, operating within 
major industrial and engineering markets. 

Colin has over 20 years’ experience in industry, 
with 10 of these involved in  market or com-
petitor research services and consultancy. 
He  provides corporate clients with a range of  
market research capabilities, from primary field 
research, strategic analysis, through to distribu-
tor identification and corporate profiling.
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continued

Although typically considered a 
late bloomer in the call to wind ener-
gy arms, the United States is now the 
number one wind power producer 
in the world with over 25,000 MW 
installed by the end of 2008, according 
to the Global Wind Energy Council in 
January 2009. 

President Obama has called for 
the country to double its production of 
renewable energy in three years, and as 
stated in the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act, wind has the poten-
tial to provide low carbon energy and 
a boost to the beleaguered U.S. manu-
facturing industry. The domestic gear 
market has started to itch for a piece of 
the pie.

Tapping into the Wind 
Gearbox Supply Chain

B I G  G E A R S ,  B I G  O P P O R T U N I T I E S , 
B I G  R I S K S  A N D  B A R R I E R S 

Lindsey Snyder, Assistant Editor

At Gear  Expo th is  year  in 
Indianapolis, AGMA brought the sub-
ject front and center at a special semi-
nar dedicated to informing U.S. gear 
manufacturers about the opportunities 
and challenges to entering the wind 
energy supply chain. Coordinated by 
wind engineering consultancy Romax 
Technology with support from con-
sultants Garrad Hassan, bearing sup-
plier Timken and the American Wind 
Energy Association (AWEA), the 
seminar covered a range of topics, 
including market dynamics and fore-
casts, technical trends, supply chain 
issues and company case studies. 
Limited places for the seminar sold out 
as a clear expression of the industry’s 

desire to explore the potential of wind 
energy as a new revenue stream.

In regards to the seminar, Joe 
Franklin, AGMA president, com-
mented to Romax, “There are clear 
opportunities within wind energy for 
our members to leverage. However, 
as frequently happens with new mar-
ket opportunities or new technologies, 
there is a distinct lack of good qual-
ity information and support for gear 
manufacturers who recognize wind 
energy’s potential. This seminar is 
another step in AGMA’s aim to help 
address this knowledge gap and ensure 
that the AGMA members and others 
in the industry are well informed and 

Wind market forecasts and statistics paint a positive picture for the future, but there are issues and challenges for U.S.-
based manufacturers seeking entry to the gearbox supply chain (courtesy of Vestas).
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placed to make crucial decisions about 
its future role in supplying key compo-
nents to this rapidly growing industry.”

Despite the 2009 financial situa-
tion, which is evident in stalled proj-
ects and financing bottlenecks, wind 
energy continues to grow. In the first 
half of 2009, over 4,000 MW of wind 
power was installed in the country, 
according to AWEA statistics. 

“The wind market today is relatively 
stable and sane con-
sidering where it was 
16–20 months ago,” 
says Matt Garran, sup-
ply chain manager for 
AWEA.

Garran believes 
healthy financial mar-
kets are imperative for 
wind industry growth, 
and the markets are 
returning to a healthy 
state in his  view. 
“With stimulus fund-
ing, we are seeing new 
farms being planned 
and developed. The 
money is flowing,” 
he says. “It has not 
flowed fast enough to 
keep the industry at 
the level it was, but 
having said that, what we’re seeing 
now is here are a number of manufac-
turers starting to consume their inven-
tory, and you’re starting to see new 
orders being tendered for late January.”

Garran is optimistic, but he is 
quick to point out that the industry is 
not where it was in 2008. “You will 
see that level of growth return, but not 
immediately.

“Work is ongoing, but is reduced 
and is more thought out,” he says of 
the current state of wind affairs. 

As the U.S. Department of Energy 
reported in 2008, there is the capac-
ity to achieve 20 percent of the coun-
try’s energy from wind resources. In 
this scenario, new wind power capacity 
would increase to over 16,000 MW per 
year by 2018, and continue at that rate 
through 2030.

Although there is a positive picture 

painted by market forecasts and sta-
tistics, there are issues and challenges 
for U.S.-based manufacturers seeking 
entry to the wind market. The current 
global market is dominated by a small 
number of European turbine manufac-
turers—Gamesa and Vestas are two 
of the largest. They have very strong 
relationships with trusted gearbox sup-
pliers. “The Europeans have a different 
mindset about doing business,” Garran 

says. “They’re looking for long-term 
relationships with a few key strategic 
partners that will grow with them. In 
North America, we’re used to doing 
contract volume work, and that’s two 
different mindsets.”

If U.S. companies are going to 
compete, they must be knowledgeable 
in turbine manufacturer supply chain 
issues, turbine technology, advanced 
gearbox design and other industry 
nuances. But the opportunity is clearly 
there.

The tremendously variable stresses 
wind turbines operate under is the main 
source of technological challenge. 
With reliability issues and high costs 
for maintenance and repair, turbine 
gearboxes are highly engineered to 
strict, specific manufacturing standards 
set by IEC and AGMA in conjunction 
with AWEA. These standards force 

manufacturers looking to supply the 
industry to make significant invest-
ments in manufacturing equipment and 
design capabilities, so there is a great 
deal of cost and risk involved. “These 
gearboxes must be perfect,” says 
Roland Ramberg, chairman and CEO 
of the Gear Works—Seattle, which is 
a job shop involved in the repair and 
rebuild of wind gearboxes. “Defects 
can’t be tolerated. The costs of failure 

are so high.”
Cautious optimism 

is echoed throughout 
the industry. “Currently, 
there is huge pressure 
on the wind turbine sup-
ply chain and the indus-
try is looking to poten-
tial manufacturers from 
other industries to help 
increase supply,” says 
Andy Poon, Romax 
Technology director of 
renewables. “But enter-
ing a new market, espe-
cially one as complex 
and unique as the wind 
energy industry, is a 
risk and, as such, needs 
qualifying through a 
sound understanding of 
industry demands. In 

our position as a leading wind ener-
gy technical solutions provider for 
gearboxes, we feel it is important to 
provide accurate information to gear 
manufacturers to aid their successful 
diversification and development of the 
industry.” 

The biggest opportunities rest in the 
industry’s anticipated growth, design 
development and maintenance/repair to 
existing, aging turbines.

“The opportunity is as broad as the 
industry,” Garran says. “Your OEMs 
and tier ones, some try to do as much 
in-house and others like to sublet as 
much as possible.” 

Barriers to market entry include the 
high level of design expertise neces-
sary, high cost and size of new equip-
ment, short supply of qualified and 
experienced technicians and liabilities 
for design and warranties.

Vestas is one of a small number of European turbine manufacturers 
dominating the market that have strong relationships with trusted gear-
box suppliers. This makes market entry more challenging for U.S. gear 
companies (courtesy of Vestas).
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continued

The risks are well documented, but 
for those accepting the challenge, what 
is actually involved in joining the wind 
gearbox supply chain?

For Clipper Windpower, the pro-
cess begins by registering interest as 
a potential supplier via the company’s 
web form. Clipper has a detailed sup-
plier page on its website, complete 
with general information on what 
Clipper looks for in a supplier and 
FAQs (www.clipperwind.com/suppli-
ers). “The supplier and approval pro-
cess can take over a year,” says Ian 
Cluderay, vice president of supply 
chain for Clipper Windpower.

“Time needed can be impacted on 
whether or not new equipment is nec-
essary and purchased to support the 
project.

“Clipper looks for suppliers that 
are leaders in their respective industry 
with robust quality systems and mature 
manufacturing capabilities with the 
ability to increase capacity as demand 
requires it,” Cluderay says.

Naturally, Clipper has received 
interest from many gear manufacturers, 
and multiple domestic and international 
companies currently belong to its sup-
ply chain. And while acceptance of a 
new supplier may take over a year, the 
actual decision-making is another pro-
cess unto itself, involving multiple par-
ties within the company. “The supply 
chain management team is in charge of 
this process, but all sourcing decisions 
involve input from key stakeholders, 
such as quality, engineering and manu-
facturing teams.”

Winergy Drive Systems also has a 
detailed, time-consuming procedure for 
selecting new suppliers. “Our supply 
chain has been built over the last four 
years,” says Parthiv Amin, president of 
Winergy. “It is a long process to qual-
ify a supplier. It takes a year to a year 
and a half. We have a 12-step process.”

And, as trends in the European 
business market indicate, “The idea is 
to partner for long-term opportunity,” 
Amin says.

In June 2009, Winergy began pro-
duction from a newly built, state-of-
the-art, 130,000-square-foot gearbox 

facility, about five miles from its exist-
ing plant in Elgin, IL.  “We have con-
verted the old facility into a parts man-
ufacturing facility,” Amin says.

The new site enables Winergy to 
import fewer of its gears from Europe; 
although, “Some of the gears do come 
from Europe.” Amin estimates, “Less 
than 20 percent. The balance of the 
gears is bought from our supply chain 
locally. Of the 80 percent that is pro-
ducing [gears] in the U.S., a percent 

comes from our facility, but we are still 
dependent on our supply chain.”

Winergy currently has four gear 
manufacturers in the U.S. supplying it 
with gears. Amin describes them gen-
erally as “mid-sized companies.” The 
majority of them have previous experi-
ence in large automotive applications, 
like heavy trucks and off-road vehicle 
type applications. These categories of 
production have transitioned well into 
the wind industry, he says. 
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and was also a subject of the AGMA 
seminar at Gear Expo is the repair and 
remanufacture of existing turbine gear-
boxes. Wind gearboxes are expected 
to be perfect, but they are nevertheless 
subject to failures on top of normal 
wear as they withstand dramatically 
variable loads. 

About 10 percent of Winergy’s 
total business is in repair/rebuild jobs. 
Another player in this field is the Gear 
Works—Seattle, as mentioned earlier. 

The Gear Works is a family-run job 
shop specializing in small lot produc-
tion of larger precision gearing—from 
12 inch diameters to four meters—and 
gearbox repair service for all indus-
tries. The business from wind applica-
tions has grown in light of the recent 
industry growth. This includes a signif-
icant physical growth in the gearboxes. 
“In the last 10 years, it has become a 
bigger segment of our business, and 
the units have grown larger,” Ramberg 
says. “Ten years ago we were fixing 
gearboxes of about 100 kw; now we’re 
replacing gearboxes of 1.5 MW.”

The run-of-the-mill, high-volume 
small component auto suppliers are not 
ideally equipped for a simple transfer 
of skills into the wind industry. “The 
quality requirements are much tougher 
than what the automotive guys are used 
to,” Amin says. “They have good qual-
ity procedures in place, but the pre-
cision and volume is a challenge for 
them.”

Another way Winergy’s new facil-
ity is improving the prospects for 
domestic gear suppliers is that it has 
the capabilities of a shop floor class-
room with brand new machinery and 
quality control. This enables Winergy 
to teach new employees and prospec-
tive suppliers the skills they need to 
transfer to wind without having to send 
them to Germany, as was the case in 
the past. “These guys know how to 
make gears; they know how to make 
good gears. The question is how to do 
it for wind. What machines, tools and 
techniques to use,” Amin says.

One less obvious segment of the 
wind market Winergy is involved with 

The Gear Works opened a new 
repair and test facility about four years 
ago. It is capable of repairing gearbox-
es up to 20 tons. Material handling and 
logistics of the wind industry are just 
as complex as the engineering. 

Experience is a major factor in suc-
cessfully catering to the wind indus-
try, and the Gear Works stands apart 
from others by its history in the large 
precision gear industry. “I believe we 
are one of the few, if any, that has the 
ability to do the teardown, forensics, 
engineering and manufacturing of the 
components,” Ramberg says. “I call it a 
fully integrated facility.”

The initial investment involved 
to cater to such a high-end market is 
daunting. For the Gear Works, the 
focus was not on a single market, like 
wind, but the other large-sized gear 
markets that exist, like mining and 
off-road vehicles. “We made huge 
investments in our business in the last 
10 years. I would say it wasn’t only 
focused on wind. It was focused on real 
high-end gear and engineering capabil-
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ities and quality control. We invested 
heavily in gear inspection equipment 
and in our inspection department, and 
in metallurgical testing and nondestruc-
tive testing.”

With the large-scale means in 
place, “the [wind] industry lends itself 
to our existing capabilities.”

And the quality standards are 
equally as important in repairing gear-
boxes. “We were always into large pre-
cision gearing,” Ramberg says. “To be 
prominent in the wind repair niche, it’s 
paramount that you are able to replace 
the existing gears to the same qual-
ity or better than they were originally 
produced. The gears being produced 
for the wind industry now are some of 
the best in the world. To fix them, you 
need to have the same quality as the 
original manufacturers.”

In addition to appropriately scaled 
equipment that includes cutters, grind-
ers, heat treating and testing, Ramberg 
points to the importance of investing in 
the work force as much as the machin-
ery. “You need a good engineering 
team to do failure analysis and foren-
sics to figure out why they’re failing.

“The talent—you don’t just pull off 
the street to perform this kind of work. 
It is as much an investment in people 
as it is in the tools themselves.”

So what about those skilled  
workers? 

The Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers (SME) announced in 
December a new collaboration with 
AWEA and its Canadian counterpart, 
CanWEA, to not only help equip the 
industry with a well-educated, skilled 
work force, but to help connect suppli-
ers with turbine manufacturers.

“SME’s partnerships with two of 
the strongest industry voices for wind 
energy—the American Wind Energy 
Association and the Canadian Wind 
Energy Association—will help build 
capacity and provide support for the 
wind energy manufacturing supply 
chain,” says Pam Hurt, SME strategic 
alliances manager, in a press release.

“These working relationships 
enable SME to connect manufactur-
ers to a growth industry that is fair-

ly young but still complex. By shar-
ing technical information and pro-
gramming, our associations support 
advanced manufacturing and its work 
force.

“SME will provide the platform 
for a technical community network to 
share manufacturing knowledge, exper-
tise and opportunities for the North 
American wind energy industry,” Hurt 
says.

AWEA is doing its part to help 

by organizing various industry events 
nationwide, including regionally 
based supply chain workshops, which 
have proven very popular. “In every 
program we’ve done, the number of 
attendees has well exceeded the expec-
tations,” Garran says.

As far as getting involved in the 
wind industry supply chain at this 
highly competitive stage, “I’d say if 
you don’t get involved in the next year 
or two, you’ll be outside looking in,” 
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Winergy’s Amin says. “Two years ago 
was even better. If you’re not getting 
involved now, the train is leaving the 
station. If you’re going to do it, now or 
over the next 14–18 months is the time. 
But after that, it is going to get more 
difficult. Not anyone from automotive 
can jump in.”

He estimates it will take 12–18 
months for manufacturers starting the 
investment now to begin getting wind 
business; although, “If you asked me 
this question a year ago, I would have 
said 2–3 years.”

While expressing as much caution 
in his forecasts as others, Amin was 
equally as expressive in his enthusiasm 
for the opportunities that exist for gear 
manufacturers. “It is once in a lifetime 
the opportunity comes to be in a new 
industry.”

For more information:
American Wind Energy Association 
(AWEA) 
1501 M Street NW 
Suite 1000 
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: (202) 383-2500 
Fax: (202) 383-2505
www.awea.org

Clipper Windpower, Inc. 
6305 Carpinteria Avenue, Suite 300 
Carpinteria, CA 93013 
Phone: (805) 690-3275 
Fax: (805) 899-1115 
info@clipperwind.com
www.clipperwind.com

Romax Technology
Rutherford House 
Nottingham Science and 
Technology Park  
Nottingham  
NG7 2PZ
Phone: +44 (0) 115 951 8800 
Fax: +44 (0) 115 951 8801 
sales@romaxtech.com 
www.romaxtech.com

The Gear Works 
500 S. Portland St. 
Seattle, WA 98108 
Phone: (206) 762-3333 
Fax: (206) 762-3704
www.thegearworks.com

Society of Manufacturing Engineers
One SME Drive
Dearborn, MI 48121
Phone: (313) 425-3000
www.sme.org

Winergy Drive Systems Corporation
1401 Madeline Lane 
Elgin, IL 60124 
Phone: (847) 531-7400 
Fax: (847) 931-9818 
service@winergy-usa.com
www.winergy-ag.com
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Management Summary 
QuesTek Innovations LLC is applying its Materials by Design computational design technology to develop a new 

class of high-strength, secondary hardening gear steels that are optimized for high-temperature, low-pressure (i.e., 
vacuum) carburization. The new alloys offer three different levels of case hardness (with the ability to “dial-in” hard-
ness profiles, including exceptionally high case hardness), and their high core strength, toughness and other properties 
offer the potential to reduce drivetrain weight or increase power density relative to incumbent alloys such as AISI 
9310 or Pyrowear Alloy 53. This new class of alloys utilizes an efficient nanoscale M2C carbide strengthening disper-
sion; their key benefits include: high fatigue resistance (in contact, bending and scoring); high hardenability achieved 
via low-pressure carburization (thus reducing quench distortion and associated manufacturing steps); a tempering tem-
perature of 900°F or higher (providing up to a 500°F increase in thermal stability relative to incumbent alloys); and 
core tensile strengths in excess of 225 ksi. Ferrium C61 is one alloy in this family and is currently used in transaxle 
ring and pinions for SCORE 1600 class off-road racing cars as well as process equipment applications. C61 is also 
being examined in an Army SBIR (Small Business Innovation Research) program as a potential replacement for 9310 
in CH-47 Chinook helicopter main rotor mast applications, yielding a projected potential weight savings of 15–25%. 
Secondly, Ferrium C64 is being developed under a Navy STTR (Small Business Technology Transfer) program aimed 
at rotorcraft gear transmission applications in order to reduce weight, improve fatigue performance and improve high-
temperature operating capability relative to the incumbent alloy Pyrowear Alloy 53. Lastly, Ferrium C69 can achieve 
a carburized surface hardness of HRC 67 (with a microstructure substantially free of primary carbides) and has excep-
tionally high contact fatigue resistance, which makes it a candidate for applications such as camshafts and bearings, as 
well as gear sets.

(Printed with permission of the copyright holder, the American Gear Manufacturers Association, 500 Montgomery Street, 
Suite 350, Alexandria, Virginia 22314-1560. Statements presented in this paper are those of the author(s) and may not rep-
resent the position or opinion of the American Gear Manufacturers Association. This paper has been reviewed and approved 
for public release by the U.S. Army and the U. S. Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR). NAVAIR Public Release 09-812 
Distribution Statement A – Approved for Public Release; Distribution is Unlimited.)

Introduction
Carburized steel gears are widely 

used for power transmission in rotor-
craft, transportation vehicles, agricul-
tural and off-road equipment, indus-
trial rotating equipment and thousands 
of other applications. Commonly used 
alloys such as AISI 9310 (AMS 6265) 
and Pyrowear Alloy 53 (“X53”) (AMS 
6308; UNS K71040) have functional 
limitations that may not meet all of the 
performance requirements arising in 
next-generation equipment. Increasing 
demands to reduce energy consump-
tion, material use and environmental 
impact are driving the need for dramat-

Design, Development 
and Application of New, 

High–Performance Gear Steels
J.A. Wright, J.T. Sebastian, C. P. Kern and R. J. Kooy

ic improvements in gear steel manufac-
turing and performance. For example, 
the Gear Industry Vision: A Vision of 
the Gear Industry in 2025 (published 
in 2004 by AGMA, ASME and other 
leading governmental, professional and 
commercial interests), identified strate-
gic goals such as “Increase power den-
sity by 25% every five years (Ref. 1).” 
Or, as another example, the U.S. Navy 
estimates that a 20% increase in gear 
endurance could provide $17 million 
per year in cost savings to the Defense 
Logistics Agency alone (Ref. 2).

Past efforts to increase the power 
density, reliability or endurance perfor-

mance of gears have included studies 
of hard tribological coatings; however, 
many potential coatings do not work 
well due to processing constraints or 
poor adhesion to the underlying alloy 
(Refs. 3–5). Powder alloy approaches 
have also been studied, but are often 
inadequate for fatigue-limited appli-
cations due to the higher fraction of 
oxide inclusions and porosity, which 
can act as fatigue initiation sites. Many 
improvements in the fatigue perfor-
mance of commonly used alloys have 
been made using surface process-
ing technology advancements such 
as superfinishing, shot peening, laser 
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shock peening or cavitation peening. 
But these do not improve the intrinsic 
characteristics of the base alloys. This 
paper summarizes a first-principles-
based, integrated computational materi-
als design approach that is being used 
to create next-generation, high-perfor-
mance base alloys with improved per-
formance and reduced manufacturing 
complexity and variability.

Overview of Computational  
Materials Design Technology

New materials have historically 
been discovered either by chance or by 
intricate and costly cycles of trial and 
error, yielding a limited understand-
ing of optimization and design. The 
limitations of the past approach are 
widely known, and numerous national 
studies over the past decade have con-
sistently emphasized that traditional, 
empirical material development meth-
ods have not kept pace with modern, 
design-based product development 
efforts. One result is that a number of 
renowned materials companies have 
all but dropped their labor-intensive 
internal research and development pro-
grams due to their prohibitive cost, and 
have instead refocused their efforts on 
reducing costs to manufacture and pro-
cess generic materials.

The use of powerful computational 
tools, property databases and intel-
lectual expertise to computationally 
design and create new materials is a 
rapidly emerging, alternative approach. 
These techniques can be used to 
quickly and economically design and 
develop unique materials as integrat-
ed systems in order to deliver optimal 
performance requirements for a given 
application. The Steel Research Group 
(SRG) at Northwestern University of 
Evanston, IL pioneered this technol-
ogy beginning in the mid-1980s. The 
strategic importance of computational 
materials design to the national mis-
sion was set forth in 2000 when the 
U.S. President’s Office of Science and 
Technology identified computational 
design of materials as one of five criti-
cal technologies for the coming decade 
(Ref. 6). 

Evanston, IL-based QuesTek is 

building on the SRG’s initial efforts 
by using its proprietary Materials by 
Design technology to computationally 
design many new materials, includ-
ing: iron-, copper-, aluminum-, nickel-, 
niobium- and titanium-based materi-
als. Dr. Gregory B. Olson, the Wilson-
Cook chaired professor in engineering 
design at Northwestern University’s 
Department of Materials Science 
and Engineering, is QuesTek’s chief 
science officer and a founder of the 
company. QuesTek was one of only a 
few commercial firms highlighted in 
2008 by the U.S. National Research 
Council as examples of firms utiliz-
ing Integrated Computational Materials 
Engineering (ICME) for integrated 
manufacturing, materials and compo-
nent design (Ref. 7). 

The computational materials design 
approach considers material design 
goals and desired performance in the 
context of a material system. This 
approach integrates materials process-
structure and structure-property models 
in a systems-based framework in order 
to meet specific, defined engineering 
needs, and to also address manufac-
turing processes and material qualifi-
cation hurdles (including prediction 
of manufacturing variation). Like any 
other design effort, judicious decisions 

regarding key trade-offs among many 
competing requirements are often 
needed. Combinations of properties 
must be considered within specified 
process, cost, environmental and life-
cycle constraints. Advanced compu-
tational modeling tools provide valu-
able scientific understanding in order 
to optimize such trade-offs in an effi-
cient and knowledgeable manner, and 
typically provide enough fidelity to not 
only determine the favorability of one 
design solution over another, but to 
also search for design optima in previ-
ously unexplored terrain.

Some of SRG’s and QuesTek’s 
work has focused on computationally 
designing next-generation, high-per-
formance gear steels in order to signifi-
cantly improve performance properties 
such as strength, corrosion resistance, 
wear resistance and fatigue resistance 
while designing for robust, efficient 
and flexible processing paths. The 
new resulting alloys are in a class of 
QuesTek alloys termed Ferrium alloys.

Design and Overview of 
Ferrium Gear Steel Alloys

Ferrium C61, C64 and C69 are three 
new alloys being used or considered for 
power transmission applications. All of 
these alloys utilize an efficient nanoscale 

Figure 1—The “Design Chart” used by QuesTek to design the Ferrium C64 alloy. 
The hierarchical relationships between processing, structure, properties and per-
formance are summarized graphically and serve as the template for alloy design.
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M2C carbide strengthening dispersion 
within a Ni-Co lath martensitic matrix. 
Utilizing their suite of computational 
models, QuesTek designed these alloys 
considering the complex interplay of 
critical design factors including: mar-
tensitic matrix stability (Ms tempera-
ture); M2C carbide thermodynamic 
stability and formation kinetics; matrix 
cleavage resistance; and embrittling 
phase thermodynamic stability.
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Figure 2—Overview of QuesTek’s custom stage-gate process showing the devel-
opment of a new material from identification of the customer-defined needs 
through qualification and component demonstration.

Figure 3—Tabular comparison of core properties (typical).

Figure 4—Graphical comparison of core properties and design targets.

The hierarchical relationships 
between processing, structure, proper-
ties, and performance are summarized 
by QuesTek in the form of a “Design 
Chart,” which serves as the template 
for alloy design (Fig. 1). The perfor-
mance of the alloy is embodied in the 
combination of properties outlined in 
the column on the right. The design 
process determines suitable microstruc-
tural concepts to meet these proper-

ty goals, as indicated by the middle 
column. Available processing paths to 
access the microstructural objectives 
are quantified in the left column. The 
links between the subsystem blocks 
in the flow-block diagram represent 
process-structure and structure-prop-
erty models required to quantitative-
ly design an alloy to meet the desired 
material performance objectives.

As it has done in its other develop-
ment programs (Ref. 8), QuesTek and 
its partners utilized its custom stage-
gate process, as illustrated in Figure 
2, to design and develop the Ferrium 
alloys in a rapid manner while mini-
mizing development costs. The pro-
cess begins by working with the key 
stakeholders, such as gear designers 
and manufacturers, to establish specific 
system property goals and processing 
constraints. Within these customer-
defined objectives, QuesTek applied 
its computational models to explore 
viable microstructural concepts. With 
the most promising concept selected, 
the alloy design plan is reviewed for 
its viability prior to proceeding to the 
design phase.

QuesTek’s Materials by Design 
process is iterative, with review meet-
ings at critical decision points through-
out the modeling, design and proto-
typing tasks. After completing the ini-
tial modeling and prototype designs, 
QuesTek procures sub-scale ingots 
to validate the proof-of-concept with 
material testing and microstructural 
characterization. 

Having achieved the design goals 
with sub-scale material, QuesTek pro-
ceeds to full-scale commercial produc-
tion. For example, QuesTek prototyped 
Ferrium C64 with one round each of 
sub-scale and intermediate-scale proto-
types prior to the finalized commercial-
scale production.

The objective of the final phase of 
QuesTek’s alloy development process 
is to develop materials design allow-
ables of the alloy and to manufacture 
full-scale components. These two tasks 
may be executed in parallel, depend-
ing upon the specific situation at the 
time. Multiple heats of the alloy may 

√
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be required for statistical development 
of materials design allowables. In the 
case of the gear steels, this includes 
rotating gear and rig testing to provide 
statistically validated fatigue design 
data. The majority of the work in the 
qualification phase of development is 
performed by (QuesTek) manufactur-
ing partners and leading adopters of 
the material. QuesTek’s design meth-
odology yielded a number of attractive 
material properties for C61, C64 and 
C69 alloys. A tabular and graphical 
summary of key properties versus com-
mon, incumbent materials is shown in 
Figures 3 and 4.

These properties, and the material 
processing routes available with these 
materials, yield performance features 
such as the following:

Greater core strength. These alloys 
exhibit core steel tensile strengths 
(UTS) of 229 ksi or more, which is a + 
35% increase versus conventional gear 
steels and allows significant reductions 
in part size and weight, particularly 
where structural components are inte-
grated with gearing into single compo-
nents.

Greater surface fatigue resistance. 
These alloys demonstrate high sur-
face fatigue resistance, which leads to 
increased contact fatigue and bending 
fatigue performance. Generally speak-
ing, increasing the surface hardness 
without creating embrittling features 
(such as interconnected primary car-
bides) increases surface fatigue resis-
tance. Since surface fatigue resistance 
can often be a limiting factor in gear 
design, increased surface fatigue resis-
tance can enable either smaller, light-
er-power transmission units or higher 
power throughput in a given unit size.

High surface  hardenabi l i ty 
designed to use high-temperature, 
low-pressure (vacuum) carburization 
methods. These alloys were specifi-
cally designed to achieve high surface 
hardenability and to use high-temper-
ature, low-pressure (vacuum) carburi-
zation and gas quenching processing 
methods, the combination of which can 
permit significant reductions in manu-
facturing costs and schedules due to: 

•  shorter processing times at high-
  er carburizing temperatures 
•  elimination of the secondary   

  hardening and oil quench pro-
  cess step, and the associat
  ed costs of custom press
  quench dies, liquid quen-
  chants, rapid transfer mecha-
  nisms, hydraulic systems, etc. 
•  reduction of excess grinding
  labor, excess stock removal 
  waste and part scrap waste;

  by reducing part quench dis  
  tortion and avoiding the inter

  granular oxide (IGO) formation
  inherent in a pre-oxidation step,  

  the slower gas quench process is
  far less severe and far more
  spatially uniform than a rapid
  liquid quench 
•  enhanced manufacturing flex-
  ibility and control, due to the
  ability to “dial in” the depth and
  profile of case carburization

Figure 5—Hardenability comparison for center of an air-cooled bar between leg-
acy baseline steel, current premium grade steel and Ferrium C61. 

Figure 6—Two different hardness profiles developed in Ferrium C61 using two 
different carburization and heat treatments illustrate the ability to “dial in” the 
depth and carburization profile in Ferrium gear steel alloys, in order to allow for 
differing amounts of lapping or grinding stock removal.
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For example, the high hardenability 
of Ferrium C61 when compared to a 
conventional, baseline gear steel, as 
well as a premium gear steel, is illus-
trated in Figure 5.

Greater High-Temperature 
Survivability

These alloys exhibit increased 
thermal stability versus AISI 9310 
or Pyrowear X53 because they were 
designed to be tempered at 900°F or 
950°F, which is up to 500°F hotter than 
AISI 9310 or Pyrowear X53. Increased 
thermal stability is expected to result in 
a greater ability for a gearbox to sur-
vive “oil-out” or low-lubricant situa-
tions, and to endure other high-temper-
ature operating conditions. Additional 

Kt = 1.0, R = 0.1
shot peened
0.30" gage diameter
longitudinal

information about the properties and 
development status of each alloy is 
described separately below.

Ferrium C61. Ferrium C61 was 
designed to provide a carburized sur-
face hardness of 60–62 Rockwell C 
Hardness (or HRC), which is similar 
to conventional gear steels such as 
X53 (59-64 HRC) and AISI 9310 (58-
64 HRC), but delivers ultra-high core 
strength and excellent fracture tough-
ness comparable to AerMet 100. C61 
has surface-wear properties, tough-
ness (~130 ksi√in), and case fatigue 
properties that are similar to those of 
current commercial alloys, but C61’s 
typical core hardness of 49–50 HRC 
far exceeds X53’s core hardness of 

36–44 HRC. In addition to increas-
ing the maximum allowable load, the 
increased core strength has been shown 
to increase fatigue strength. C61’s 
good combination of strength and 
toughness can enable weight reductions 
in shafts and other integral structural 
components compared with alternative 
gear materials.

As summarized earlier, the ability 
of this class of alloys to use low-pres-
sure (vacuum) carburization and gas 
quenching offers a number of benefits, 
including reduced part distortion dur-
ing quenching (to reduce subsequent 
machining waste and scrap) as well as 
simpler part clean-up. The ability to 
“dial in” the depth and profile of carbu-
rization in this class of alloys is illus-
trated in Figure 6, which shows two 
different hardness profiles achieved in 
C61 using different carburization and 
heat treatment cycles.

This flexibility in creating hardness 
profile depths and profiles provides 
gear designers and manufacturers the 
opportunity to optimize the material 
for best performance. To achieve this 
variation, several boost cycles rang-
ing from 20–120 seconds and diffuse 
cycles ranging in time from 15–45 
minutes have been used to achieve tar-
geted case depths of about 0.040" with 
the various profile shapes. Various 
carburizing cycles have been devel-
oped for C61 in order to develop dif-
ferent case depths and profile shapes. 
It is anticipated that SAE AMS 2759/7 
(when issued) will provide specif-
ic thermal processing guidelines for 
C61. One independent review of low-
pressure carburization process cycles, 
including for C61, is also available in 
the recent literature (Ref. 11). 

Ferrium C61 has found consider-
able success in off-road racing, and 
in particular in the 1600 class of the 
SCORE off-road desert racing series. 
The rules for the 1600 class in the 
SCORE racing series require 1600 cm3 
engines and 091 Volkswagen trans-
axles, which were originally designed 
to accommodate 40–60 horsepower in 
street vehicles. When used in off-road 
racing, the modified engine power out-

Figure 7—C61 exhibits improved axial fatigue performance relative to 9310, 
(smooth bar axial fatigue testing, shot peened specimens; arrows denote runouts) 
in this data developed under U.S. Army Contract #W911W6-09-C-0001.

Figure 8—Comparison of C64 and C61 hardness profiles from typical carburiza-
tion cycles (left), and photograph of C64 microstructure illustrating absence of 
primary carbides (right).
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X53
G50 Bending Stress at 7E6 cycles = 225 KSI
G50 Life at 229.2 KSI = 428,000 cycles 

C64 
G50 Bending Stress at 7E6 cycles = 229.5 KSI
G50 Life at 238.8 KSI = 110,000 cycles 

*G10 lines estimated based upon normal probability
analysis at G50 stress level for each material.
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put is double that of the stock engine, 
and the drivetrain experiences severe 
impact loads due to the rough terrain, 
which results in these transaxles being 
loaded far in excess of their design 
limits. Ring and pinion sets made 
from C61 have proven to be far more 
durable than those made of other gear 
steels. The C61 ring and pinion set 
was officially introduced in January 
2005 at the SCORE Laughlin Desert 
Challenge, with over 40% of the cars 
adopting C61 sets by the end of the 
first season. C61 gear sets do not typi-
cally need to be replaced after each 
race, as is commonly necessary for sets 
manufactured from 8620. Ring and 
pinion sets made of C61 are typically 
replaced only once per racing season, 
whereas 9310 sets were often replaced 
after each race (which greatly increases 
the time and cost to prepare the car 
before each race). In general, ring and 
pinion gear sets manufactured from 
C61 are achieving at least 3–4 times 
greater lifetimes than the same sets 
manufactured from 9310, with some 
C61 ring and pinion sets lasting as long 
as two full racing seasons. C61 has also 
been applied in process machinery and 
other power transmission applications.

C61 can offer an attractive combi-
nation of properties for integral power 
shaft and gearing applications, where 
both the core strength and the fatigue 
strength of an alloy are critical. As an 
example, C61 is being evaluated for 
main rotor shaft applications on the 
Boeing-designed CH-47 Chinook heli-
copter in a U.S. Army Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR) program. 
Main rotor shafts, specifically those 
used on the CH-47, are among the larg-
est, heaviest, and highly loaded sin-
gle components on rotorcraft. With its 
improved core properties (Fig. 3), use 
of C61 in lieu of the currently used car-
burized 9310 may be able to reduce the 
weight of the main rotor shaft on the 
CH-47 by 15–25% without requiring 
significant changes in the production 
process of the component. C61 may 
also provide benefits in thermal resis-
tance, ballistic performance, and stress-
corrosion cracking resistance; i.e., a 

material upgrade may hold promise for 
both weight reduction and performance 
enhancement. Data developed under 
this SBIR program demonstrates the 
superior axial fatigue life performance 
of C61 versus 9310 (Fig. 7).

Ferrium C61 material is commer-
cially available from a major commer-
cial alloy producer operating under a 
license from QuesTek. QuesTek antici-
pates licensing additional producers in 
order to establish a robust, competi-
tive market for C61. The composition 
of C61 is covered under U.S. Patent 
Number 6,176,946 B1. QuesTek also 
anticipates beginning the process of 
obtaining an SAE Aerospace Material 
Specification for C61.

Ferrium C64. QuesTek is currently 
developing Ferrium C64 under a U.S. 
Navy STTR program to achieve higher 
surface hardness than C61 while retain-
ing superior core hardness, fracture 
toughness, high allowable operating 
temperature, and other manufacturing 
benefits. The platform sponsor is the 
V-22 Osprey and an ultimate improve-
ment in rotorcraft transmission power 
density is sought relative to Pyrowear 
Alloy 53, the incumbent carburized 
gear steel. Ferrium C64 material is 
commercially available from a major 
commercial alloy producer, operating 
under a license from QuesTek. 

The primary anticipated benefit 
of this STTR program is to demon-
strate dramatic increases in main 
gearbox power densities within the 
Navy’s rotorcraft fleet. New materi-
als to increase power load and reli-
ability without increasing the size of 
these components would have a signifi-
cant impact. While C64 was designed 
and developed within this STTR pro-
gram specifically for helicopter gears, 
it is expected to be applicable to 
other non-military, high-performance 
power transmission applications where 
weight, compactness, durability and 
high-temperature capability are valued. 

This establishment of the design 
requirements and the development of 
the alloy was a collaborative effort 
among materials design engineers at 
QuesTek and the Navy; gear and drive-
train engineers from Bell Helicopter 
Textron Inc.; and gear testing experts 
from the Gear Research Institute (GRI) 
at The Pennsylvania State University.

Ferrium C64 has been produced 
at full industrial scale (multi-ton) in 
final product sizes of 4.5" OD and 6.5" 
OD. Vacuum carburized surface hard-
ness profiles show a marked increase 
in surface hardness over C61 with a 
carburized surface microstructure that 
is substantially free of primary carbides 

Figure 9—Results of single tooth bending fatigue (STBF) tests of C64 in compari-
son to X53.
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(Fig. 8). Development of fatigue data 
is ongoing under the Navy STTR pro-
gram, and single-tooth bending fatigue 
(STBF) results have been developed 
(Fig. 9). With fatigue performance 
comparable to that of X53, C64 is par-
ticularly attractive as a “drop-in” X53 
replacement due to its high hardenabil-
ity, ease of manufacturing and process-
ing, and temperature resistance.

Rotating fatigue tests (contact 
fatigue, bending fatigue, scoring 
fatigue) are currently being planned 
for C64 in conjunction with Penn State. 
Other evaluations may include temper-
ature resistance tests (“oil-out” testing) 
and full (planetary) gear rig testing. 

The rapid development of Ferrium 
C64 illustrates the power and speed of 
using a computational material design 
approach to capitalize on specific prod-
uct design needs as well as opportu-
nities for product/material improve-
ment. The material design goals and 
the Design Chart (i.e., Figure 1) were 
formulated in September 2005, under 
Office of Naval Research contract 
#N00014-05-M-0250 (issued August 9, 
2005). In less than one year, the basic 

alloy composition and processing route 
were computationally designed, and 
the alloy was produced at a 30 lb. pro-
totype size. In less than two years, the 
material was successfully produced at 
full industrial scale (i.e., 10,000 lbs.). 

Ferrium C69. Ferrium C69 is a 
high case hardness variant that can be 
tempered to achieve a case hardness 
of up to 67 HRC, and yet be substan-
tially free of primary carbides in the 
microstructure. These surface proper-
ties can allow higher power density or 
greater surface wear resistance than 
conventional commercial carburized 
gear steels, with potential uses such as 
select gearbox applications, camshafts 
and bearing surfaces.

High case hardness is correlated 
with high contact fatigue resistance and 
bending fatigue resistance. The NASA 
Glenn Research Center performed con-
tact fatigue testing on C69 using its 
spur gear fatigue rigs, the same rigs 
used for identical tests on current com-
mercially available gear steels. A set 
of C69 gears that was tested represent 
the best-performing set of “standard-
ground finished” gears tested to date 

on the NASA Glenn Research Center’s 
gear test apparatus. C69 demonstrated 
almost a threefold increase in fatigue 
cycles at the L50 life and almost a 
twofold increase at the L10 life over 
Pyrowear X53. Microhardness traces 
were taken from the flank, mid-flank 
and root to verify consistent proper-
ties. In each instance the case hardness 
was 65 to 66 Rc, which is well above 
the 60—62 Rc observed in 9310 and 
Pyrowear X53. Figure 10 shows data 
generated by NASA Glenn on both 
C69 and Pyrowear X53. Additional 
data from these tests has been pub-
lished elsewhere (Ref. 12). A high 
hardness case material such as C69, 
C64 or C61 can maintain increased 
residual compressive stress upon shot 
peening or laser shock peening, which 
has additional benefits for fatigue 
resistance. QuesTek fully expects an 
additional, sizeable benefit in contact 
fatigue performance from shot peen-
ing of C69, C64 or C61. However, for 
a fair comparison and for consistency 
with previous NASA tests, none of the 
C69 specimens tested for Figure 10 
were shot peened. 

Ferrium C69 is currently available 
in prototype quantities directly from 
QuesTek. QuesTek expects to license 
the production of C69 to commercial 
alloy producers in response to mar-
ket demand. The composition of C69 
is covered under U.S. Patent Number 
6,176,946 B1.

Conclusions
Integrated computational design 

methods, models and property data-
bases continue to rapidly advance and 
improve, yielding rich design insights 
into controlling key property perfor-
mance issues such as strength, ther-
mal stability, fatigue resistance, duc-
tility and corrosion resistance. These 
cutting-edge tools apply to the design 
of both materials as well as material 
processing and manufacturing, and can 
quickly and efficiently find optimal 
solutions, identify failures, and search 
optimums in previously unexplored 
concept spaces. 

The design of Ferrium C61, C64 
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Figure 10—Surface contact fatigue probability plot for Ferrium C69 and Pyrowear 
X53 generated by NASA Glenn Research Center.
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and C69 alloys provides a case study 
illustration of computational material 
design tools and principles applied to 
iron-based material microstructures. 
This new class of gear steel alloys 
utilizes an efficient M2C precipitate 
strengthening dispersion, and offers 
a number of key benefits in manufac-
turing, as well as performance, over 
incumbent alloys such as: reduced 
manufacturing complexity and vari-
ability by using low-distortion gas 
quenching and by eliminating liquid 
quenchant systems and steps; reduced 
gear set weight and increased power 
density due to increased surface fatigue 
resistance; improved “oil-out” surviv-
ability (due to a 500°F + increase in 
thermal stability); and increased core 
material properties. In summary, the 
computational design process has 
yielded three interesting, highly pro-
cessable alloys that appear to offer sig-
nificant advantages over several tradi-
tional material alternatives for power 
transmission applications.
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Management Summary 
Modern gearboxes are characterized by high torque load demands, low running noise and compact design. In order 

to fulfill these demands, profile and lead modifications are being applied more often than in the past. This paper will 

focus on how to produce profile and lead modifications by using the two most common grinding processes—threaded 

wheel and profile grinding. In addition, more difficult modifications—such as defined flank twist or topological flank 

corrections—will also be described in this paper.

Producing Profile and Lead 
Modifications in Threaded Wheel 

and Profile Grinding
Dr. A. Türich

(Printed with permission of the copyright holder, the American Gear Manufacturers Association, 500 Montgomery Street, 
Suite 350, Alexandria, Virginia 22314-1560. Statements presented in this paper are those of the author(s) and may not  

represent the position or opinion of the American Gear Manufacturers Association.)

Figure 1—Reasons to modify gears.

Introduction
The main reasons for gear modifi-

cation are to compensate for the defor-
mation of the teeth due to load and to 
ensure a proper meshing to achieve an 
optimized tooth contact pattern (Fig. 
1). Figure 2 shows typical flank modi-
fications that may be subdivided into 
profile and flank modifications (Ref. 
1). Both modification types are defined 
separately but can be superimposed. 
The most common modifications—pro-
file and lead crowning—are utilized in 
order to achieve a good contact pattern 
without having contact on both ends 

of the flank at either the tip or root 
area. Other designs are tip and root 
relief, and end relief. Profile or lead 
angle modifications are used to com-
pensate for deformation of the teeth 
themselves, but also for shaft deforma-
tion within the gearbox resulting in 
non-parallel axes. All of these modi-
fications can be combined and thus 
result in complex flank modifications 
(Refs. 2–3).

Beyond these “standard” modifica-
tions, it is also possible to define so-
called topological modifications where 
each point on the tooth flank has its 

own amount of modification (Ref. 4). 
These kinds of modifications are much 
more difficult to produce than the stan-
dard modifications. Scores of publica-
tions deal with methods and ways of 
determining the optimized modifica-
tion for gear sets under load consider-
ing gearbox and shaft deflection, as 
well as dynamic effects (Refs. 5–6). 
This paper does not concentrate on 
such an approach, but describes how 
to produce these kinds of modifications 
in the two most common fine finishing 
technologies, i.e.—threaded wheel and 
profile grinding.

Threaded Wheel Grinding
Threaded wheel grinding is char-

acterized by high productivity due to 
the continuous process kinematic, and 
is used mainly for small-to-mid-size 
gears up to module 7–8 with a mini-
mum diametral pitch of 3.175. As such, 
this technology is used mainly in auto-
motive and light truck applications, 
but also for larger gears with high 
numbers of teeth and small modules. 
Examples include printing machines 
or industrial gearbox applications. 
Figure 3 shows the required kinematic 
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continued

for threaded wheel grinding (Ref. 1). 
A machine for threaded wheel grind-
ing needs several axes to perform the 
required kinematic. First of all, the gear 
to be ground and the threaded grind-
ing wheel have to be swiveled into 
a certain angle that is the sum of the 
gear helix angle b and the wheel lead 
angle g0. Both gear and wheel are mat-
ing together like a gear set. Hence the 
rotation of the wheel n

s
, which results 

in the cutting speed v
c
 (red arrows in 

Fig. 3) and the rotation of the gear n
w
, 

have to be synchronized. In order to 
remove material from the teeth, the 
gear or the wheel needs a radial infeed 
motion (blue arrow) perpendicular to 
the gear axis. In addition, the wheel has 
to perform an axial feed motion (green 
arrow) along the gear axis. In cases 
where the gear is helical, as shown 
in this figure, it must fulfill an addi-
tional rotational movement in order 
to follow the lead. Since the contact 
area between the wheel and the gear is 
smaller than the wheel width, a fourth 
motion is required (yellow arrow) to 
shift the wheel along its face width, 
thus using the full face width. This is 
the so-called shifting, which can be 
done continuously during the axial 
movement or non-continuously after a 
grind cycle. All of the above-described 
movements must be synchronized pre-
cisely in order to achieve good gear 
quality (Ref. 1). This synchronization 
is done by the machine axis following 
the mathematical equations presented 
in the bottom section of Figure 3.

When cutting the wheel and the 
gear along the working section, we get 
the normal section shown on the right-
hand side of Figure 3. One can see the 
rack profile of the wheel characterized 
by the wheel pressure angle a0 and 
the lead, which is module m

n0 times π 
times number of threads z0. Due to the 
mating movement, this rack profile is 
finally generating the involute shape 
of the gear. The shown kinematic will 
result in a perfect gear without any 
modifications.

The above-mentioned flank modi-
fications can be achieved by using 
threaded wheel grinding. Thus, all pro-

file modifications have to be generated 
by the dressing tool since this is defin-
ing the exact shape of the rack profile. 

All flank modifications are produced 
by the machine kinematic (Fig. 4). 

Figure 4—Modifications in threaded wheel grinding.

Figure 2—Typical flank modifications.

Figure 3—Kinematics in threaded wheel grinding.

center
distance A
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Where the gear needs a certain profile 
modification—such as crowning—a 
corresponding shape has to be dressed 
into the rack profile in order to gen-
erate the required amount of profile 
crowning during the grind cycle (Ref. 
7). 

Figure 5 shows two different dress-
ing principles used in threaded wheel 
grinding (Ref.7). The left-hand side 
shows the most common method, 
using dressing discs that are copying 
their shape into the rack profile. But 
the shape of the profile modification 
must be known when designing and 
producing such a dressing disc. A typ-
ical result using such dressing discs 
is shown in Figure 6. The profile on 
the left and right flank includes a tip 
relief as well as a slight profile crown-
ing. The flexibility of such a dressing 
tool is very limited and, in principle, 
can only be used for one type of gear. 
But due to the line contact between the 
dressing tool and the grinding wheel, 
the dressing operation is relatively 
short (3.9 min, for example, shown in 
Figure 6).

Considering the long lead times for 
conventional dressing tools, it might 
be necessary in some cases to be more 
flexible. Contour dressing, shown on 
the right-hand side of Figure 5, can be 
used to achieve the highest possible 
flexibility. In this case, a dressing tool 
is used that is generating the required 
wheel shape by NC motions. The shape 
of the dressing disc itself is indepen-
dent from the wheel rack profile. This 
opens a wide area for profile modifica-
tions, but on the other hand, the dress-
ing operation needs much longer dress-
ing time (Ref. 7).

A typical result using contour 
dressing is shown in Figure 7. The 
required profile was defined by so-
called K–charts and was programmed 
using the machine interface presented 
in Figure 8. Such a contour dressing 
cycle needs about 30–40 minutes, com-
pared to 4–5 minutes for conventional 
dressing in normal dressing conditions. 
So the advantage of contour dressing is 
offset by longer dressing times.

Figure 8 shows a typical interface 

Figure 5—Dressing principles in threaded wheel grinding.

Figure 6—Profile generation by conventional dressing.

Figure 7—Profile generation by contour dressing.

profile modifications generated
by dressing disc geometry

profile modifications generated

helix angle:
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of modern machine software for pro-
gramming profile modifications in con-
tour dressing. Left and right flanks can 
be programmed separately. The user 
defines the target profile of the gear, 
and the machine automatically calcu-
lates the corresponding rack geometry 
and all required movements for the 
contour dressing cycle.

As mentioned, lead modifications 
are generated by the machine kine-
matic. Therefore, the kinematic for 
threaded wheel grinding described in 
Figure 3 has to be superimposed by 
additional movements to achieve the 
modifications. Figure 9 explains the 
two main principles that are used for 
these movements. As presented on the 
left-hand side, a change in the radial 
infeed (x-axis) results in more or less 
stock removal on left and right flank. 
So if a symmetrical lead crowning 
is required, as shown in Figure 10, a 
curved shape x–movement dependant 
upon the z–position (face width of the 
gear) is necessary, defined by a func-
tion x(z).

Changing the tangential feed (Y–
movement), as shown on the right-hand 
side of Figure 9, without changing the 
rotational position of the gear results 
in more stock removal on one flank 
and less stock removal on the opposite 
flank.

By superimposing the two func-
tions x(z) and y(z), any kind of lead 
modifications can be achieved. An 
example how to achieve an unsymmet-
rical lead crowning is shown in Figure 
11.

In this case, a parabolic function 
has been chosen for both additional 
movements y(z) and x(z). The parabol-
ic y(z) function leads in a hollow-shape 
crowning on the left flank and a bar-
rel-shape crowning on the right flank, 
while the same parabolic function for 
the additional x(z) movement results in 
a barrel-shape crowning on both flanks. 
Since both functions are superimposed, 
the result is a straight-lead flank on 
the left flank and a crowned flank 
on the right flank. Figure 12 shows a 
grinding result using this method and 

Figure 8—Contour dressing programming interface.

Figure 9—Generation of lead modifications. 

Figure 10—Example of symmetrical lead crowning generated by a parabolic func-
tion: x(z).
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proves how beautifully this method 
works. This principle can also be used 
to achieve much more complex modi-
fications.

Up to now, profile and flank modi-
fications were handled separately. But 
when grinding helical gears, lead modi-
fications always influence the profile 
modification. The reason for that is the 
contact line between the grinding wheel 
and the gear tooth, which runs diago-
nal over the tooth as shown in Figure 
13. Thus all points along this line are 
generated at the same time. In the case 
of grinding a symmetric lead crown-
ing, a parabolic function x(z), as men-
tioned above, will result in a change of 
radial infeed over the face width “b” 
of the gear. Usually, the high point of 
a crowning is set to the middle of the 
teeth in terms of face width and profile 
height as represented by the blue point 
in Figure 13. Since all points along the 
line of contact are generated at the same 
time, the result is that the root area, rep-
resented by the red point, achieves its 
crowning high point displaced to the 
top of the gear. The tip area, which is 
represented by the green point, achieves 
its highpoint displaced to the bottom 
of the gear. The lead crowning is only 
symmetrical in the middle of the gear. 
If we measure the lead crowning in the 
root (red line) and tip area (green line) 
of the tooth, the crowning would be dis-
placed, looking like a lead angle error. 
At the same time, this also affects the 
profile modification. The middle section 
has no profile error, save for a slight 
crowning effected by the lead crown-
ing. The top and bottom profile lines are 
showing a clear profile angle error. The 
above-described effect is what is known 
as the twist phenomena, and appears 
when grinding helical gears with a lead 
crowning. Figure 14 shows a grinding 
result where this effect can be seen. The 
amount of twist error—which is defined 
as the absolute change in profile angle 
error from top to the bottom—is for this 
example about 25 mm, and much more 
than the allowed tolerance. This phe-
nomenon is not desired.

The question now is how can this 
effect be compensated for and/or con-

Y(Z) = aZ2 + bZ + c X(Z) = aZ2 + bZ + c

LF           RF LF      RF LF        RF

generated by combining function X(Z) and Y(Z)

Figure 11—Principle to achieve unsymmetrical lead crowning.

Figure 12—Example of unsymmetrical lead crowning generated by combining 
functions x(z) and y(z).

Figure 13—Contact line and twist generation in threaded wheel grinding.
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trolled? When looking to Figure 13 or 
14, it becomes obvious that a method is 
required that allows grinding different 
profile modifications at different sec-
tions along the gear face width, which 
is nothing else than topological modi-
fications. So in order to compensate 
or control the twist phenomena, it is 
necessary to at least partially compen-
sate for the profile angle error, which 
changes from top to bottom on the 
gear. In addition, it is different in terms 
of its sign on the left and right flank. 
Gleason has a patented method to do 
such a compensation, which can also 
be used to grind topological modifica-
tions.

This method works with a modified 
wheel shape, along the wheel face width. 
As shown in Figure 15, the right-hand 
side of the grinding wheel is not dressed 
in a cylindrical shape, but rather in a 
hollow shape. This can easily be done 
during the dressing cycle by infeeding 
the dressing tool perpendicular to the 
wheel axis, again using a parabolic func-
tion across the wheel face width with 
no additional machine axis necessary. 
When looking to the detail on the left-
hand side of Figure 15, one can see how 
such a dressed hollow-shape grinding 
wheel affects the grinding result. One 
can assume the gear being ground in this 
area would generate teeth with differ-
ent pressure angles on the right and left 
flank. The right flank would be ground 
with a pressure angle that is the pressure 
angle a of the rack profile, plus an angle 
∆a , while the left flank would be gener-
ated with a pressure angle of a minus 
∆a. The angle ∆a  is the angle deviation 
between the perpendicular and the short-
est distance between the gear center and 
the curved datum line (dotted line) of the 
rack profile.

It then becomes obvious that by 
choosing different positions along the 
wheel face width, one can influence the 
profile pressure angle generated on the 
gear teeth. Since the above-described 
profile angle error is nothing more 
than a different pressure angle, it is 
clear how to compensate or control 
this effect. The gear is therefore con-
tinuously shifted along the wheel face 

width while performing the axial stroke 
as shown in Figure 16. The result is 
that the right side of the wheel grinds 

Figure 16—Shifting strategy for twist compensation.

Figure 14—Twisted tooth flank.

Figure 15—Principle of twist compensation.

the top part of the gear, while the 
wheel middle portion grinds the middle 
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section of the gear and the left wheel 
side grinds the bottom section of the 
gear (Ref. 8).

By considering the effect described 
in Figure 15, this method will result 
in gear teeth having different pressure 
angles from the top to bottom, and dif-
ferent signs on left and right flanks. 
Since this effect is superimposed with 
the natural amount of twist, it is obvi-
ous that by using this method one can 
compensate for, or control, the amount 
of twist. But this method can also be 
used to create different kinds of profile 
modifications along the face width of 

Figure 17—Result of twist compensation.

Figure 18—Kinematics in profile grinding.

the gear that may be other than a topo-
logical modification.

Figure 17 shows two grinding 
results demonstrating the effect of this 
twist compensation method. The left-
hand inspection diagram represents a 
gear ground without the compensation 
method described above. And so one 
can see a clear amount of twist in pro-
file and lead. The right-hand diagram 
represents a result of the same gear type, 
but ground with this twist compensation 
method. It is very clear that the amount 
of twist has been compensated and dem-
onstrates how well this method works.

Profile Grinding
Profile grinding is a process that 

provides great potential with respect 
to flexibility and quality, and can be 
used to grind a wide variety of gears. 
Thus profile grinding is used in job 
shop applications but also in applica-
tions that are not possible with thread-
ed wheel grinding; e.g., large-module 
gears (Ref. 9). The kinematics of pro-
file grinding presented in Figure 18 
are much easier than in threaded wheel 
grinding since this process does not 
require so many synchronized move-
ments.

A profiled grinding wheel is used, 
which is swiveled to the helix angle 
of the gear and rotates to perform the 
cutting speed (red arrow). In addition, 
the wheel must be able to be moved 
in a radial direction (green arrow) to 
remove stock from the flanks, and in 
an axial direction along the gear axis 
(yellow arrow). If the gear is helical, it 
requires a continuous rotational move-
ment in order to follow the lead and a 
discontinuous pitch movement to grind 
all teeth.

Similar to threaded wheel grind-
ing, profile modifications are generated 
by the grinding tool—which must be 
dressed in a special manner—while 
the lead modifications are generated 
by the machine axes. In profile grind-
ing, the wheel profile shape depends 
on the gear data and the wheel diam-
eter; it thus has to be recalculated for 
each diameter, which is no longer a 
problem when using modern machine 
software (Ref. 1). The user has to make 
inputs concerning the gear data and 
the desired modifications. Then the 
machine automatically calculates the 
required wheel profile and the corre-
sponding movements for the dressing 
tool. In profile grinding, a dressing tool 
is used independent of the gear data; 
thus one dressing tool can be used to 
dress all kinds of wheel shapes. Such a 
typical dressing operation is shown in 
Figure 19. Beyond “standard” involute 
profiles, any other kind of profile can 
be defined and dressed, which is anoth-
er advantage of profile grinding against 
threaded wheel grinding.
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In order to achieve different flank 
modifications, a concept similar to 
threaded wheel grinding of superim-
posing additional movements of dif-
ferent axes is used. While a change 
in radial infeed results in more or less 
stock removal on the left and right 
flank, a change in the gear rotation 
position results in more stock removal 
on one flank and less on the opposite 
flank. With this concept, it is possible 
to achieve different flank modifications 
on the left and right flank. One exam-
ple is presented in Figure 20, where 
the left flank was programmed with a 
30 mm taper and the right flank with a 
40 mm lead crowning. The real grind-
ing result is shown on the right-hand 
side and proves how well this method 
works.

Threaded wheel grinding a lead 
modification also affects the profile, 
thus presenting similar problems in 
creating a twist error. The main reason 
in profile grinding is that a change in 
radial infeed, as it is necessary for a 
lead crowning, immediately results in a 
profile angle error (Refs. 1, 9). In addi-
tion to that phenomenon, the contact 
lines between the grinding wheel and 
gear are also running diagonal over the 
tooth flank.

Gleason has developed a patented 
method to compensate for the amount 
of twist in profile grinding as well. 
Figure 21 shows a grinding result when 
grinding a gear without this compensa-
tion, and one can clearly see significant 
change in profile and lead from the top 
to the bottom section of the gear. This 
method of compensating for or control-
ling a specific amount of twist uses five-
axis interpolation, including a continu-
ous swivel axis. This method allows for 
doing this in dual-flank grinding mode 
and thus saving a significant amount of 
time, compared to single-flank grinding, 
which would not require such a complex, 
five-axis interpolation. The result of this 
process can be seen in Figure 22. The 
amount of twist is almost eliminated. But 
this method not only enables compensat-
ing for twist. It can also be used to grind 
topological flank modifications.

Figure 19—Dressing of form wheels.

Figure 20—Grinding of different lead modifications.

Figure 21—Natural twist in profile grinding.continued
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Figure 22—Compensated twist in profile grinding.
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Management Summary 
This paper presents a unique approach and methodology to define the limits of selection for gear parameters. The 

area within those limits is called the “area of existence of involute gears” (Ref. 1). This paper presents the definition 
and construction of areas of existence of both external and internal gears. The isograms of the constant operating pres-
sure angles, contact ratios and the maximum mesh efficiency (minimum sliding) isograms, as well as the interference 
isograms and other parameters are defined. An area of existence allows the location of gear pairs with certain charac-
teristics. Its practical purpose is to define the gear pair parameters that satisfy specific performance requirements before 
detailed design and calculations. An area of existence of gears with asymmetric teeth is also considered.

Introduction
In traditional gear design, the pre-selected basic or gen-

erating rack’s parameters and its X-shift define the nominal, 
involute gear geometry. The X-shift selection for the given 
pair of gears is limited by the block-contour (Refs. 2–3). 
Borders of the block-contour (Fig.1) include the undercut 
isograms, the tooth-tip interference isograms, the minimum 
contact ratio (equal to 1.0 for spur gears) isogram and the 
isograms of the minimum tooth tip thickness to exclude the 
gears with the pointed tooth tips. Each point of the block-
contour presents the gear pair with a certain set of parame-
ters and performance. If the basic or generating rack parame-
ters (pressure angle, addendum or whole depth) are changed, 
the block-contour borders will be changed accordingly and 
will include the gear pair parameters’ combinations, which 
previously could not be achieved yet could present the opti-
mal solution for a particular gear application. 

Area of Existence for Symmetric Gearing
The Direct Gear Design method (Refs. 4–5) does not 

use a pre-selected basic or generating rack to define the gear 
geometry. Two involutes of the base circle—the arc distance 
between them and the tooth tip circle— describe the gear 
tooth (Fig. 2). The equally spaced teeth form the gear. The 
fillet between the teeth is not in contact with the mating gear 
teeth, but this portion of the tooth profile is critical because 
it is the area of the maximum bending stress concentration. 

In Direct Gear Design, the selection of parameters for 
the given gear pair is limited by the area of existence, which 
was introduced by Prof. E. B. Vulgakov in his “Theory 
of Generalized Parameters” (Ref. 1). The angles v1 and v2 

are used as a coordinate system for the area of existence of 
the involute gear pair with number of teeth n1 and n2. The 
involute profile angles at the tooth tip diameters αa1,2 of the 
mating gears also can be used as a coordinate system for the 
area of existence. They are: 

Area of Existence 
of Involute Gears

Alexander Kapelevich and Yuriy Shekhtman

Figure 1a—Standard 20° pressure angle generating rack; b: 
its block-contour for the pair of gears with number of teeth 
n1= 22 and n2 = 35.
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(8)

for the gear root undercut beginning (α
p2 = 0):

(9)

For internal gearing, interference when the pinion root 
undercut beginning (αp1= 0) is:

(10)

continued

 (1)

An area of existence is built for the gear pairs with num-
ber of teeth n1 and n2, and for pre-selected relative tooth 
thicknesses at the gear tooth tip diameters m

a1,2. This guar-
antees avoiding the pointed gear tooth tips and makes the 
area of existence independent of the gear size. In the metric 
system, m

a1,2 = S
a1,2 / m, where m is operating module in mm. 

In the English system, m
a1,2 = S

a1,2 x DP, where DP is the 
operating diametral pitch in 1/in. Typically, thicknesses m

a1,2   
are in the range of 0.1– 0.5. 

The relation between the involute profile angles v and α
a 

is described by equations: 
for gears with the external teeth: 

(2)

for the gear with the internal teeth:

(3)

where: inv(x) = tan(x) - x – involute function.

An area of existence presents a number of isograms that 
describe gear pairs with certain characteristics, such as the 
constant operating pressure angle, contact ratio, interference 
condition or maximum mesh efficiency, etc. 

The pressure angle α
w
 = const isogram equations are 

(Ref. 1):

for the external gearing: 

(4)

for the internal gearing:

(5)

where: u = n2/n1 – gear ratio.

The contact ratio εα= const isogram equation is: 

for external gearing:  
          

(6)

for internal gearing:       
  

(7)

The external gearing interference isogram equations are:

for the pinion root undercut beginning (α
p1 = 0):
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Figure 2—Tooth profile. a: external tooth; b: internal tooth; 
n: number of teeth; da: tooth tip circle diameter; db : base 
circle diameter; d: reference circle diameter; S: circular 
tooth thickness at the reference diameter; v: involute inter-
section profile angle; Sa: circular tooth thickness at the tooth 
tip diameter. 
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(13)

(14)

The pitch point position isograms separate an area of 
existence into three zones:

•	 with	 the	pitch	point	 position	before	 the	 active	part	 of		
 the tooth contact line;

•	 with	 the	pitch	point	 position	on	 the	 active	part	 of	 the		
 tooth contact line (typical for most gears);

•	 with	the	pitch	point	position	after	the	active	part	of	
 the tooth contact line.

The pitch point position isograms’ equations for external 
gearing are from (Ref. 2 and 4):

isogram αa1 = αw, 

(15)

isogram αa2 = αw,

(16)

The pitch point position isogram’s equations for internal 
gearing are from (Refs, 2, 3 and 5):

isogram αa1 = αw,

(17)

isogram αa2 = αw is also defined by equation 16.

The maximum mesh efficiency isogram is defined by 
condition of the equal specific sliding velocities at the tips of 
the mating gear teeth H1= H2 (Ref. 6). These equations are:
for external gearing:

(18)   

for internal gearing:

(19)   

Area of existence for external gearing (Fig. 3a) is limited 
by the interference isograms and isogram of the minimum 
contact ratio (for spur gears it is 1.0). Area of existence of 
the internal gear pair can also be limited by the “tip-tip” 
interference isogram.
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Figure 3—Area of existence for the pinion and gear with n1 
= 18 and n2 = 25; ma1= 0.25 and ma2= 0.35; Accordingly—a: 
external gearing; b: internal gearing; 1: family of the pres-
sure angle isograms αw = const.; 2: family of the contact 
ratio isograms εα = const.; interference isograms αp1= 0, αp2 
= 0, and “tip-tip” (for internal gearing); maximum mesh 
efficiency isograms H1 = H2; αa1= αw and αa2 = αw :  isograms 
separating the gear meshes with the pitch point laying on 
the active portion of the contact line.
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For the gear with internal teeth, the root undercut does 
not exist. However, there is another “tip-tip” interference 
possibility in internal gearing. Its equation is:

(11)

where angles:

(12)
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continued

Every point of the area of existence presents a gear pair 
with a certain set of the geometric parameters. A few of 
these gear pairs are shown in Figure 3. Some of them do not 
look conventional, but they may be practical for some appli-
cations. 

Area of existence is much greater than the block-contour 
(Fig. 4) of any particular generating rack. It actually includes 
any gear pair combinations, generated by all possible block-
contours and also the gear pairs, where two different racks 
generate the mating gears.

Area of Existence for Asymmetric Gearing
The design intent of asymmetric gearing is to improve 

performance of primary drive profiles at the expense of per-
formance for the opposite coast profiles. The coast profiles 
are unloaded or lightly loaded during a relatively short work 
period. Asymmetric tooth profiles also make it possible to 
simultaneously increase the contact ratio and operating pres-
sure angle beyond conventional gears’ limits.

Direct Gear Design represents the asymmetric tooth form 
by two involutes of two different base circles (Refs. 7 and 
8), with the arc distance between them and tooth tip circle 
describing the gear tooth (Fig. 5). The equally spaced teeth 
form the gear. The fillet between the teeth is not in contact 
with the mating gear teeth, but this portion of the tooth pro-
file is critical because it is the area of the maximum bending 
stress concentration. The fillet profile is designed indepen-
dently, providing minimum bending stress concentration and 
sufficient clearance with the mating gear tooth tip in mesh.

The relation between involute profile angles of opposite 
flanks of an asymmetric tooth is:                    

(20)

where αxd and αxc are involute profile angles at the dx≥db 
diameter. Then: 

(21)

where k is the asymmetry coefficient.  

If dbd = dbc, k = 1.0 and tooth is symmetric. 
The area of existence of asymmetric gears (Fig. 6) is 

built very similarly to the area of existence of symmetric 
gears. It basically presents an overlay of two areas of exis-
tence: one for the drive flanks and another for the coast 
flanks of the asymmetric tooth.

The isogram equations for asymmetric gears are very 
similar to the equations for the symmetric gears. 

Application of Area of Existence
A computer program generates the area of existence of 

involute gears for the given numbers of teeth n1 and n2, 
relative tooth tip thicknesses ma1 and ma2, and asymmetry 
coefficient k. Then, any selected point in the area presents a 

Figure 4—Area of existence for the gear pairs with n1 = 22 
and n2 = 35 and their standard 20˚ pressure angle generat-
ing rack block-contour.

Figure 5—Asymmetric tooth profile (fillet portion red); a: 
external tooth; b: internal tooth; da: tooth tip circle diameter; 
db: base circle diameter; d: reference circle diameter; S: cir-
cular tooth thickness at the reference diameter; v: involute 
intersection profile angle; Sa: circular tooth thickness at the 
tooth tip diameter; subscripts “d” and “c” are for the drive 
and coast flanks of the asymmetric tooth. 
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set of gear pair mesh parameters, considering its module (or 
its diametral pitch) and the face widths of the mating gears 
equal to one. Selection of the relative tooth tip radii and con-
struction of the fillets between the teeth complete the gear 
geometry definition. 

The relative tooth tip radii are: r a1,2 = R a1,2/m in the met-
ric system and ra1,2= Ra1,2 x DP in the English system, where 
Ra1,2 are the tooth tip radii of the mating gears. Typically, 
thicknesses ma1,2 are in the range 0.00–0.05.

In traditional gear design, the fillet profile is typically 
a trajectory of the pre-selected (usually standard) generat-
ing gear rack. Any point of the block-contour presents the 
gear pair with completed (including the fillet) tooth profiles. 
In Direct Gear Design, the tooth fillet profile is a subject 
of optimization to minimize bending stress concentration 
(Refs. 9–10). However, the tooth fillet profile optimization 
is a time-consuming process that is used for the final stage 
of gear design. It is not practical for browsing the area of 
existence, analyzing many sets of gear pairs in limited time 
period. The tooth fillet profile should be quickly constructed, 
without tooth tip-fillet interference, and provide relatively 
low bending stress concentration. In order to achieve this, 
the virtual ellipsis arc is built into the tooth tip that is tangent 
to the involute profiles at the tip of the tooth. As a result, the 
tooth fillet profile is a trajectory of the mating gear tooth tip 
virtual ellipsis arc (Fig. 7). This fillet profile can be called 
“pre-optimized” because it provides lower bending stress 
concentration than the standard rack-generated fillet profile. 

The fillet profile construction completes the mating gears 
teeth geometry definition. This allows the program to dem-
onstrate an animation of the gear mesh right after selection 
(clicking on) any point of the area of existence.

The next step of area of existence analysis is the calcu-
lation of the maximum contact and bending stresses. This 
stress analysis program procedure requires an input of the 
operating module (or operating diametral pitch for English 
system), the face widths for both mating gears and the pin-
ion torque. The modulus of elasticity and Poisson ratio are 
also required to calculate the Hertzian contact stress. The 
proprietary 2D FEA sub-routine is used for definition of 
maximum bending stress for both mating gears.  

This program assists in finding a suitable gear solution 
for a particular application, for example:

1. Heavily loaded low-speed gears: Appropriate gears are 
at intersection of the maximum pressure angle isogram and 
the maximum mesh efficiency isogram.

2. Lightly loaded high-speed gears: They can be found at 
intersection of the high contact ratio (εα >2.0) isogram and 
the maximum mesh efficiency isogram.

3. Dissimilar material gears, like a metal pinion and a 
plastic gear: In this case, the metal pinion should have the 
minimum and the plastic gear the maximum relative tooth 
thickness at the tooth tip diameter. The pressure angle 
should be relatively low. This allows making the plastic gear 
tooth thicker and the metal pinion tooth thinner to balance 

a

b
Figure 6—Area of existence for the asymmetric pinion and 
gear with: n1= 18 and n2 = 25; ma1 = 0.25 and ma2 = 0.35; 
and k = 1.2. a: for external gearing; b: internal gearing. 
The isograms related to the drive flank meshes are thick, 
the isograms related to the coast flank meshes are thin.
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the bending strength of the mating teeth.
4. Self-locking gears: These parallel axis gears work 

essentially like worm gears. The solution can be found at a 
very high pressure angle (α

w
 >> 60°, gears are helical) and 

with pitch point position after the active part of the tooth 
contact line.  

Conclusions
The area of existence and its program allow for quickly 

defining limits of parameter selection of involute gears, 
locating feasible gear pairs, animating them and reviewing 
their geometry and stress levels. Benefits of using the area of 
existence are:

•	 consideration	of	all	possible	gear	combinations;
•	 instant	definition	of	the	gear	performance	limits;
•	 awareness	about	non-traditional,	“exotic”	gear	design		

 options;
•	 quick	localization	of	area	suitable	for	particular	appli-	

 cation;
•	 optimization	of	the	gear	design	solution.
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Figure 7—The fillet profile construction. a: external gears; b: 
internal gearing; 1: involute profiles; 2: tooth tip lands; 3: 
fillet profiles; 4: ellipsis arcs that are used to generate the 
fillet profiles.
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It comes as no surprise to suggest 
we’re living in an age of reduction. The 
automotive industry is now manufac-
turing smaller cars on tighter budgets, 
companies are consolidating instead 
of expanding and the manufacturing 
community has less experienced work-
ers with little or no knowledge of the 
machines they need to be working on. 
The less is more philosophy is alive 
and well in 2010.

This makes it difficult to get things 

Sizing Up 
Big Gears

    

QUALITY, MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY CONTINUE TO CHALLENGE MARKET 

Matthew Jaster, Associate Editor
   

done when your company is in the 
business of being big. Large gear man-
ufacturers have all the same problems 
as their smaller counterparts with a few 
significant exceptions. These compa-
nies need to invest in more equipment, 
tackle greater production demands and 
maintain lead times that typically use 
the word “years” instead of “months.”

The bar on quality standards con-
tinues to rise in this market even 
though many mining and off-highway 

projects are being cut or temporarily 
shut down. It’s a mad, mad world for 
large gear manufacturers, but if you’ve 
got the right technology, equipment 
and experience, it’s an industry seg-
ment that can be highly profitable. 

Big Gears: 6–8 Meters
There are big gears and then 

there are BIG gears. Companies like 
HMC Inc., Havlik International and 
Horsburgh & Scott fit the BIG gear 
category. These gears are typically 

Havlik International Machinery has been in the big gear business for more than 100 years with an emphasis on mining 
applications (courtesy of Havlik).
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found in mining, steel and construc-
tion applications and come with a list 
of supply, material and quality con-
cerns.  

While big gears can be more profit-
able than other industry segments, new 
opportunities have cooled down recent-
ly. There’s still plenty of business, but 
the game is changing, and companies 
are learning to adapt to a shrinking 
manufacturing base that is pinching 
every penny. 

Horsburgh & Scott, headquartered 
in Cleveland, Ohio, specializes in the 
design, manufacture, service, rebuild-
ing and repair of large industrial gears 
and gear drives. The company recently 
lost two customers due to economic 
hardships.

“One mining operation shut down 
for a year, and another customer shut 
down permanently. This is the nature 
of the beast lately. We see existing cus-
tomers closing their doors and very few 
new customers entering the market,” 
says Tom Putnam, chief customer offi-
cer at Horsburgh & Scott.

There are many reasons why orders 
were down in 2009—including eco-
nomic issues and the simple fact that 
the demand isn’t as great—but Havlik 
suggests that a bigger issue might be 
the quality standards that are not being 
met.   

 “If you want to succeed in this 
market segment, you have to make 
major capital investments in order to 
adhere to the quality standards custom-
ers are looking for today,” Havlik says.

Havlik believes it’s the large gears 
that present the biggest challenges in 
the industry. 

“Customers want better accuracy, 
service and extended life on gears 
in this size range. I’m not convinced 
enough companies have the right capa-
bilities to meet these standards.” 

Mining gears, by design, are cre-
ated to perform in extreme condi-
tions. This means tolerance levels and 
AGMA standards need to be met no 
matter the cost. If a company can’t 
afford to produce what the engineer-
ing firms are looking for, they lose the 

Putnam says the mindset in the big 
gear industry is no different than that 
of the typical homeowner right now. 

“Customers aren’t willing to spend 
money right now on new equipment; 
they’re simply replacing what they 
absolutely must have. Our biggest chal-
lenge is getting the orders. The demand 
for large gears has changed in this 
economy.”

Havlik International Machinery, 
Inc. has been in large gear manufac-
turing for more than 100 years. John 
Havlik, president and CEO, consid-
ers the mining industry to be the focal 
point.

Though business has been good in 
the past, a recent decrease in orders for 
Havlik illustrates the shaky manufac-
turing sector currently affecting large 
gear manufacturers.

“Our company manufactured 25 
large ring gears in 2008, but only five in 
2009,” Havlik says. “What a difference 
a year makes. The amount of large gears 
being manufactured today compared to 
two years ago is incredible.”

HMC can manufacture and inspect large gears of the highest AGMA quality at its facility in Princeton, IN (courtesy of HMC).
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Grede Foundries Inc. managed to 
increase employment due to expand-
ed work serving automotive and other 
manufacturing industries. Over the 
summer months, Grede gained new, 
multi-year contracts worth over $23 
million annually, reports Richard 
Koenings, chairman of Grede. This has 
allowed employment at its U.S. plants 
to rise 30 percent.

“There’s been talk of the U.S 
economy starting to prepare for eco-
nomic recovery, and our experience 
at Grede seems to indicate some sup-
port for that,” Koenings says. “In addi-
tion to increasing orders from exist-
ing and new customers, we have been 
able to steadily expand employment. 
The goal of our recent right-sizing and 
restructuring efforts has been to posi-
tion Grede for immediate profitabil-
ity in what is expected to be a gradual 
turnaround as the U.S. emerges from 
its most tumultuous economic period 
in generations. The hikes we’ve seen in 
work and employment indicate Grede 
is on a solid, positive path.”

Grede Foundries filed for Chapter 
11 bankruptcy proceedings in June 
and began reorganization efforts. It is 
phasing out two plants in Vassar, MI 
and Wichita, KS as a result. The eco-
nomic downturn, particularly in the 
automotive sector contributed to this 
action. The summer rebound is credited 
in part to reduced inventory and the 
“Cash for Clunkers” program. The rise 
in employment has occurred at Grede 
facilities in Reedsburg, WI, St. Cloud, 
MN, Waumatosa, WI, Iron Mountain, 
MI and New Castle, IN, which collec-
tively serve the automotive, construc-
tion, manufacturing and agriculture 
industries. 

“The increase in work, increase in 
jobs and increase in potential new con-
tracts all indicate Grede is headed in 
the right direction.”

Boeing 

APPOINTS 
GM IN PORTLAND

Perry Moore was named gener-
al manager of Boeing Fabrication’s 
Portland manufacturing site. Moore 
also serves as the site executive in 
Oregon, where he represents Boeing 
with government and community agen-
cies.

Industry News pgs 84-91.indd   89 11/17/2009   4:21:17 PM

business, Havlik adds.
“It’s also a difficult market segment 

simply because gears of this nature 
just take longer to produce than their 
smaller counterparts. It’s a fact of life,” 
Putnam says. “There’s a gear for the 
cement industry that we’ve been work-
ing on for eight years, and they still 
haven’t bought the thing. Industry, in 
general, is being affected the same way 
across the board; doesn’t matter what 
your size, weight, height dimensions 
are, people are still cutting back.”

“Getting the materials can also be 
tricky.” Havlik says. “You’re often 
held hostage by what the suppliers can 
give you, the time it will take to get it 
as well as the cost. We’re seeing this in 
regards to forged rings. Right now, it 
takes almost three quarters to a year to 
get a large ring shipped out.”

Another major issue in large gear 
manufacturing appears to be the short-
age of castings.

“We are not having any problems 
with our forging vendors and/or sub-
contractors as they relate to our fabri-
cated gearing,” says Robert Smith III, 
president at HMC. “On the other hand, 
it would be easier in many instances to 
travel to Mars than it is to get competi-
tive pricing and realistic deliveries for 
large castings.” 

And the bearing issue reported in 
last year’s Gear Technology big gear 
update continues in 2010.  

“This has become an inventory 
management issue,” Putnam says. “The 
bearings needed for the machines in 
the large gear market are often limited 
in availability. They’re typically out of 
stock or take longer to get a hold of.”

Putnam says that bearing distribu-
tors often frown upon buying small 
batches of large bearings because it 
ruins sales numbers. “They prefer very 
large orders when it comes to bear-
ings.”

Replacing the bearings in gearbox-
es poses additional challenges. 

“We’re putting the same bear-
ings back in simply because it’s the 
only bearing that fits on the market.  
Whether it was made in 1950, 1970 
or 1980, we’ve got to come up with 

that original bearing and this can be an 
enormous challenge.”

Another problem, particularly in 
ring gears, is the quality of lubrication.  

“Environmental concerns have 
made many [manufacturers] disap-
pointed in the results of certain lubrica-
tions. Oils are either very good or very 
poor, there isn’t much middle ground 
anymore,” says Gary Bish, engineering 
manager at Horsburgh & Scott. “When 
customers invest heavily in large gears, 

they want to make sure things like 
bearings and lubrication provide excep-
tional results.” 

The transportation and shipping of 
large gears is another area where large 
gear manufacturers have had to adapt 
to new laws and regulations.

“Many of these products are over-
weight, and it becomes an issue of 
what we can and can’t move within the 
confines of regulations. We can split a 
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ring gear in half and transport it with-
out a problem, but some large gears 
can’t be disassembled, and you’ve 
got yourself a large, unstable gear to 
transport. State department regulations 
have tightened since 9/11 and the I-35 
bridge collapse in Minnesota. You 
have to find creative ways to ship gears 
of this size,” Putnam says.

  “There’s a trend, in fact, right now 
for complete shaft assembly, and you 

can’t ship something that large,” Bish 
says. “Now, you have to assemble it 
directly on your customer’s premises.”

HMC, located in Princeton, IN, is 
one of a handful of companies today 
in North America that can manufac-
ture and inspect very large gears of the 
highest AGMA quality. Smith credits 
the company’s quick response time and 
fast delivery for its success.

“With the addition of our six and 

two meter form grinders along with 
our battery of Maag shapers, we’re 
capable of producing advanced tech-
nology spur, helical, herringbone and/
or double helical gears,” Smith says. 
“We also have plans in place that will 
enable HMC to cut rough and finish 
gears of eight meters by the last quarter 
of 2010.”

HMC’s current market strategy is 
to offer advanced technology replace-
ment gearing with extended warranties 
to assist customers with the increasing 
costs of replacement components. New 
technology investments in a heavy bay 
for large weldments and assembly as 
well as a super size stress relieving 
oven capable of facilitating up to eight 
meter gears will also benefit the com-
pany’s in-house capabilities.

Although green technology typical-
ly doesn’t apply to the lower quantity 
levels of large gears, HMC promotes 
environmental awareness through new 
machine technology and the “Reband 
Gear Process,” an in-house conserva-
tion tool that reuses the center sections 
and hubs on large gears. 

“HMC has and continues to be 
cognizant of and care for our environ-
ment,” Smith says. “We use all of the 
latest in technology to ensure we do 
not cause negative impacts to our envi-
ronment here in Indiana. And we have 
promoted conservation and been green 
for many years.”

Big Gears: 3–4 Meters
While not as big as their counter-

parts, these gears are found in min-
ing, off-road, construction, marine, 
wind and transportation applications. 
Overton Chicago Gear, located in 
Addison, IL, has made a name for itself 
with spur, helical, bevel and internal 
gears up to four meters. 

“We have the right equipment in 
place to meet the standards for gears 
this size,” says Kerry Klein, sales man-
ager at Overton. “Quality levels range 
anywhere from AGMA 8 to AGMA 12 
and our newest machine features have 
already provided improvements.”

Overton’s focal point is on new and 
improved methods of manufacturing 
and multiple machine setups on a sin-

A complete rolling mill drive for an Eastern European client of Horsburgh & Scott 
had to be disassembled and packaged in individual parts for transportation 
(courtesy of Horsburgh & Scott).

One of the major concerns in the big gear industry is getting the right materials 
in a decent time frame, according to John Havlik at Havlik International (courtesy 
of Havlik).
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gle machine. 
“In order to remain competitive, 

we’re going to have to invest in new 
technology,” Klein adds.  As far as the 
industry is concerned, Klein believes 
there should be support groups in 
the United States that provide data 
and analysis on the large gear mar-
ket, much like the VDMA Mining 
Equipment Association provides in 
Germany.  

Currently, there isn’t much infor-
mation available or market forecast 
numbers specifically for the large gear 
market in the United States. Many 
companies would like to see some 
research that deals with the industry 
potential in the future.

Butler Gear contributes to this seg-
ment of the industry with customizable 
machining capabilities for heavy equip-
ment, paper, machine tool, and agricul-
tural gearing. 

Tom Treuden, president of Butler 
Gear, located in Butler, WI, is facing 
many of the same challenges as his 
peers in regards to large gear manufac-

turing. 
“Getting the right materials on 

time is an issue right now. We’re just 
starting to expand our capabilities to 
the large gear market, so things like 
inspection, heat treating and lead times 

are all going to present challenges.”
There are only a handful of com-

panies that do the heat treating work 
that Butler Gear needs, according to 
Treuden. “The sources are limited in 

John Schnarr of HMC stands in front of a large fabricated gear for the steel 
industry (courtesy of HMC).
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many areas of the industry and more 
players would keep the pricing com-
petitive.”

In dealing with gears of this size, 
Treuden says the overall business phi-
losophy needs to change and compa-
nies need to be flexible.

“You need more floor space, you 
need bigger machines, and it’s a whole 
new set of challenges when you start 
looking at the AGMA standards and 
tooth tolerances. The time it takes to 
manufacture the large gears versus the 
small ones is a big concern.”

Technology seems to be the key 
no matter the size of the gear. Treuden 
says machine technology is one of the 
most important areas to look at. 

“If you don’t have sufficient tech-
nology, you’ve got to catch-up. It’s 
simply a matter of obtaining the right 
equipment to do the job most effec-
tively in this market.”

 Which leads to the most basic 
question of all, why get involved with 
gears this size?

“There’s always going to be a mar-

ket. I believe the industry will grow 
significantly in the next five to ten 
years. The large gear contracts are the 
ones that keep you afloat during slow 
periods and recessions. These contracts 
play a huge role in the success of an 
organization.”

In the future, Butler Gear may start 
to look at producing larger products.  

“I’m open to anything at this point. 
It’s a scary time in manufacturing, but 
it’s also exciting; there’s still business 
out there.” 

The Future of Big Gears
The lack of skilled workers has 

been troubling the manufacturing com-
munity for years, and it’s still a major 
sore spot in the large gear sector. 

 “There just aren’t people coming 
into the workforce that want to learn 
manual work anymore,” Treuden says. 
“Nobody is beating down the door to 
become a gear cutter. The people that 
do come in want to immediately sit 
down behind a computer.”

 At Horsburgh & Scott, Putnam 
says the new employees just don’t have 

the knowledge or experience necessary 
to succeed. 

“You see it in project manage-
ment, you see it in inquiries and pur-
chase orders. It’s not about old farts 
getting old and jaded. The retiring 
workers know the machines they’re 
working on. They know the history of 
each machine, and it’s impossible to 
replace them. Today, new employees 
are thrown into the mix without any 
real training.” 

Without mentoring or training 
programs, the lack of skilled workers 
can really cause problems on the shop 
floor, Putnam adds.

 “Our entire world is like this; 
everything is accelerated. Everyone is 
doing more work with fewer people. 
It’s not just gear manufacturing, it’s 
happening at Best Buy, Ford Motor 
Company and Boeing. The apprentice-
ship days are the good ole days; they’re 
long gone.”    

And yet, the companies move for-
ward. Despite material concerns, qual-
ity issues and technology costs, large 

A ring gear for a mining operation gets the final touches at Havlik International before shipping out to the customer (cour-
tesy of Havlik).
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of solutions that we have to offer to all 
gear producers for all processes and all 
applications. The ‘goal’ is to help our 
customers improve quality, increase 
productivity, reduce costs and more 
effectively compete in their markets.”

Says Reishauer’s Richmond, “It is 
our goal to showcase our company and 
its capabilities and demonstrate how we 
stand behind the claim that we offer the 
‘lowest cost-per-piece’ hard finishing 
process on the market today, bar none.”

As for Koepfer, says Gimpert, “Our 
plans are to introduce only new or 
advanced technology.”

And says Great Lakes’ Mackowsky, 
“We have a 20 x  50 booth alongside 
the Höfler and Fässler booths, so we’ll 
probably have the biggest showing in 
terms of floor space. And the equip-
ment there, there’s probably four mil-
lion dollars in equipment on the floor. 
It represents a huge expense for us and 
is kind of an indication of our com-

mitment to the AGMA, and hopefully 
we’ll have good participation by heavy 
industry. And we have some really 
great products, anyway. Hopefully, 
with the downturn in business, people 
will have a little more time to com-
mit to the show and send more people 
and spend some time at the booth and 
maybe spend more than a day.”

Moving on to another show- and 
industry-related issue, wind power just 
can’t seem to catch a break. Despite the 
Obama administration’s firm support 
for its place in the alternative energy 
realm, the state of the global economy 
has put the skids on most continued 
development. In contrast to the wind 
turbine buzz that energized the 2007 
show, its impact will be considerably 
muted this year.

“I think the market reality is as 
we’re hearing—that there is signifi-
cant difficulty in getting financing for 
wind power,” says Franklin. “If you 
are a company looking to make a wind 
power gearbox, you’re probably going 
to have some difficulty in acquiring 
financing right this minute. The last 
time I went around and talked to people 
in the wind turbine business, money 
was extremely tight; demand is obvi-
ously not quite there. All sources of 
energy dampened down in price right 
now, and wind turbines are reflecting 
the same thing as far as I read.”

Monument Circle (courtesy of the 
Indiana Convention and Visitors 
Association).
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Measurement  
Software
PROJECTS PROFILE 
TOLERANCE BAND

The eCAD electronic overlay pack-
age from Optical Gaging Products, Inc. 
(OGP) consists of software and internal 
comparator hardware that enables a 

in the machine controller measures 
the pressure, which builds up between 
the hone head and the wall of the part 
being honed. As the diameter of the 
part gets larger, the pressure drops. The 
gaging system circuitry built into the 
honing machine measures the pressure 
and translates it into a diameter. The 

machine is set up to hone to a certain 
diameter and automatically stops when 
that diameter is reached.”

The PH tools have multi-stone tool 
heads that are custom-designed; the 
number and placement of stones is dic-
tated by the application. Bayonet air 
connections on the tool heads help ini-

tiate fast changeovers. The tools can 
connect to the rotary feed system of 
Sunnen’s SV-310 for precision stone 
feeding or the linear feed system of 
the SV-500 for two-stage roughing 
and finishing applications. They can 
also be used with other manufacturers’ 
machines. They include three abrasive 
options: metal-bond superabrasive (dia-
mond or CBN), conventional abrasive 
(aluminum oxide/silicon carbide) and 
plateau brush (abrasive impregnated 
filament). 

For more information:
Sunnen Products Company
7910 Manchester Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63143
Phone: (800) 325-3670
Fax: (314) 781-2268
sales@sunnen.com
www.sunnen.com
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gear manufacturers overall seem con-
fident that the industry will soon start 
picking up. 

The growth potential in the inter-
national markets, for example, has 
Putnam intrigued heading into 2010.

“What we’re seeing right now is 
more international business in areas 
like India, Eastern Europe, Central 
America and Asia. Central America is 
particularly interesting in the big gear 
market as sugar mills continue to pres-
ent opportunities to gear manufactur-
ers,” Putnam says. “This is a bright 
spot in the industry, and it will go up 
and down with the price of sugar.”  

Although new customers are hard 
to come by, Horsburgh & Scott’s Bish 
has seen plenty of opportunities for 
repair/replacement parts in the mining 
sector.

“The industry is going to be flat, 
but we’ll have plenty of replacement 
and upgrade potential in the large gear 
market,” Bish says. “This is an area 
that will continue to present opportuni-
ties for large gear manufacturers.”

Smith, at HMC, has no complaints 
about the current state of the market. 
“Overall, our business was strong 
throughout 2009. Our sales manager 
is confident that we will see, from our 
well diversified customer base, at the 
very least, the same volume of sales in 
2010.”

For more information:
Butler Gear Company
12819 West Silver Spring Road
P.O. Box 333
Butler, WI 53007
Phone: (262) 781-3270
Fax: (262) 781-1896
gears@butlergear.com
www.butlergear.com

Havlik Gear
455 Sheldon Drive
Cambridge, Ontario
Canada, N1T 2B7
Phone: (519) 624-6240
Fax: (519) 624-4119
www.havlikgear.com

HMC Inc.
3010 S. Old U.S. Hwy. 41
Princeton, IN 47670
Phone: (888) 990-9462
www.hmcgears.com

Horsburgh & Scott
5114 Hamilton Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114
Phone: (216) 431-3900
Fax: (216) 432-5850
www.horsburgh-scott.com

Overton Chicago Gear
530 Westgate Drive
Addison, IL 60101
Phone: (630) 543-9570
Fax: (630) 543-7440
www.overtongear.com
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 C A L E N D A R

M a r c h  9 — S h o t  P e e n i n g 
Workshop.Tokyo. This one-day 
intensive instruction workshop cov-
ers all aspects of shot peening. 
Targeted attendees include prod-
uct design engineers, machine 
operators, foremen, supervisors 
and maintenance and quality 
engineers. The courses are accred-
ited by the FAA for specialized 
training for Inspector Authorization 
Renewals. A reference book of 
each class session is provided to 
students. The opportunity to earn 
shot peening certification is avail-
able for students who opt to take 
an FAA recognized exam for Level 
1 Shot, Level 2 Shot and Flapper 
Peening. Exams are conducted 
at the workshop’s conclusion. For 
more information, visit www.elec-
tronics-inc.com/workshop_japan.
html. A two-day intensive instruction 
version of the workshop is sched-
uled for April 28–29 in Toronto. For 
more information on the Toronto 
workshop, visit www.electronics.
com/workshop_canada.html.

M a r c h  1 7 — A W E A  S u p p l y 
Chain Workshop. The Sheraton 
Greensboro Hotel at Four Seasons. 
Greensboro, NC. The American 
Wind Energy Association’s sup-
ply chain workshop comes to the 
Southeast. Attendees learn about 
how increasing domestic wind 
turbine manufacturing and their 
components can help grow staff 
and profits. Interact with represen-
tatives from a range of industries 
and learn about what the indus-
try needs, challenges and growth 
opportunities. Topics include an 
overview of the wind industry sup-
ply chain; tips, tools and resources 
on how to enter the wind industry; 
and presentations from wind tur-
bine manufacturers. A pre-con-
ference seminar takes place the 
day before for those new to the 
wind industry to hear an overview 
and status of the industry, learn 

the anatomy of a turbine and how 
the industry supply chain works. For 
more information, visit www.awea.
org/events/supplychain4.

March 20–23—CastExpo. Orange 
County Convent ion Center. 
Or lando,  FL .  The Amer ican 
Foundry Society (AFS) and the 
North American Die Casting 
Association sponsor CastExpo, the 
largest trade show for metal cast-
ers in North America. The latest 
equipment, technology and metal 
casting services will be displayed 
from over 450 companies world-
wide. New to CastExpo in 2010 is 
a Cast in North America Exhibition 
for foundries and die casters to 
exhibit their capabilities for buyers 
and designers. Also new this year 
is a Metal Casting Technology 
Theater, where shop-floor presen-
tations are given for casting buy-
ers and metal casters. The annual 
Metal Casting Congress is held at 
CastExpo, where new industry R&D 
is presented. Various other semi-
nars and keynotes will also take 
place. For more information, visit 
www.castexpo.com.

March  23–25—WESTEC. Los 
Angeles Convention Center. The 
definitive West Coast manufactur-
ing event includes keynote pre-
sentations from industry leaders in 
aerospace/defense, renewable 
energy and the manufacturing 
economy. The show also consists 
of technical sessions on topics that 
include small parts machining, 
high-speed alloy machining, mill-
ing, drilling, cutting advanced car-
bon fiber, carbon laminates and 
advances in additive manufac-
turing. Attendees view emerging 
technologies and emerging equip-
ment applications and many other 
topics. For more information, visit 
www.westeconline.com.

March 30–31. Manufacturing 
Technology Forum. Gaylord 
Opryland Resort and Convention 
Center .  Nashv i l le ,  TN .  The 
Association for Manufacturing 
Technology (AMT)  and the 
National Center for Manufacturing 
Sciences (NCMS) host this technol-
ogy forum, which this year is high-
lighting new initiatives addressing 
green in manufacturing. Guest 
speakers will discuss what the cur-
rent trends are, what is necessary 
and what manufacturers can 
expect regarding new require-
ments. As with past forums, attend-
ees will learn about current R&D 
activities. A networking reception 
and dinner event will take place 
as well. For more information, visit 
www.amtonline.org/calendar/201
0amtncmsmanufacturingtechnolo
gforum.htm.

April  21–22—Machine Shop 
W o r k s h o p .  R e n a i s s a n c e 
Cleveland Hotel. Cleveland. The 
business of running a machine 
shop is the focus of this workshop 
that brings together hundreds of 
U.S. shop owners and managers. 
Educational sessions cover shop 
operations, lean manufacturing 
programs, workforce develop-
ment and supply chain manage-
ment. Real-world problems and 
solutions are presented in the ses-
sions to help attendees improve 
performance and competitiveness 
in the global metalworking mar-
ket. New to the 2010 program is a 
plant tour, where attendees visit a 
world-class machine shop to wit-
ness its best practices, lean strate-
gies and other means for opera-
tions success. A lineup of over 10 
speakers discusses various subjects 
that include wind turbine supply 
demands and automotive retool-
ing.  The workshop is conducted 
by American Machinist. For more 
information, visit www.machine-
shopworkshop.com.

http://www.elec-tronics-inc.com/workshop_japan
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In Memoriam
Brenda Sudzum

1960-2009
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Brenda L. Sudzum of 
B&R Machine and Gear 
Corporation, passed away 
November 26, 2009 at the 
age of 49. Born September 
20, 1960 in Elgin, IL, 
Brenda was the youngest 
daughter of the late Bennie 
L. Boxx and Doretta Boxx. 

Bennie and Doretta 
founded B&R Machine 
and Gear Corporation in 
Addison, IL in 1974. By Brenda L. Sudzum.

1980, Brenda moved with her family to Tennessee where 
she played a key role and was a driving force behind B&R’s 
accomplishments. Throughout her career, she continually 
strived to advance B&R’s achievements and success. 

“Everyone who was involved with the AGMA or attend-
ed industry events knew that Brenda was a beacon of energy 
and enthusiasm both for B&R and for the gear industry,” 
says Michael Goldstein, publisher of Gear Technology. “She 
will be missed for her contribution to the company and the 
industry. More importantly, I’ve known Brenda and her fam-
ily for most of my professional career, and I’m sure I’m not 
alone in saying that I’ll miss Brenda most as a friend.”

Brenda is survived by her mother, Doretta Boxx; her 
husband, Nick Sudzum; two sons, Niko Sudzum and Ben 
Michael Sudzum; her daughter and son-in-law, Michelle 
and David Maddox; her brother, Terry Boxx; and her sister, 
Suzette Kelly.

She was preceded in death by her father, Bennie L. Boxx; 
one brother, Bennie R. Boxx; and one sister, Doretta Denise 
Boxx.

continued

This ring and pinion set manufactured from 
the Ferrium C61 alloy has been employed in 
many off-road racing vehicles.

QuesTek 
AWARDS PRODUCTION LICENSES FOR GEAR ALLOYS

Latrobe Specialty Steel Company was awarded licens-
es to produce and sell Ferrium C61 and C64 alloys from 
QuesTek Innovations LLC. Both high-quality, carburiz-
ing steels were developed specifically for gear applica-

tions as Phase I and Phase II Small Business Technology 
Transfer (STTR) projects awarded by the U.S. Navy Naval 
Air Systems Command (NAVAIR).

Ferrium C61 and C64 exhibit high core strength, high 
fatigue strength, high temperature resistance and high 
surface (case) hardenability. These licenses are the first 
QuesTek has granted to commercially produce and market 
the two alloys using QuesTek’s compositions, processing 
knowledge and intellectual property. Terms of the agreement 
were not disclosed.

“We’re pleased to award these licenses to Latrobe,” says 
Charlie Kuehmann, president and CEO of QuesTek. “These 
licenses build upon our earlier license to Latrobe of Ferrium 
S53, our ultra-high strength, corrosion resistant steel used for 
aircraft landing gear and other applications. We look forward 
to working further with Latrobe, their customers and design 
engineers worldwide to identify valuable product applica-
tions of Ferrium C61, C64 and S53.”

“We sell these premium-quality, high-hardness carburiz-
ing steels to customers worldwide to boost the performance 

http://www.geartechnology.com
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and durability of their products,” comments Scott A. Balliet, 
Latrobe Specialty Steel director of technology and quality. 
“These alloys are produced in our state-of-the-art vacuum 
melting (VIM) and vacuum re-melting (VAR) facilities, 
which include the recently completed VIM and VAR expan-
sion to our Latrobe, PA facility. Working with QuesTek, we 
accelerate introducing premium alloys to customers for vital 
defense and commercial applications.”

The Ferrium C61 design objective was to develop a 
high performance, secondary-hardening gear and bearing 
steel with surface properties similar to conventional gear 
steels, like AISI 9310 and EC36C; however, the goal was 
for an ultra high-strength core and fracture toughness. While 
Ferrium C61 can reach case hardness of 60–62 Rockwell 
“C” hardness (HRC), Ferrium C64 achieves 62–64 HRC.

The Ferrium alloys have 900–950 degrees Fahrenheit 
tempering temperature, which is an increase in thermal sta-
bility of 400–600 degrees Fahrenheit from that of conven-
tional gear steels. This quality results in improved oil-out 
survivability. They were designed to allow gas quenching 
and use conventional low-pressure carburization technology 
to minimize distortion, lower manufacturing times and pro-

vide “dial-in” carburized case hardness profiles.
Typical applications include demanding power transmis-

sion shaft and gear applications in aerospace; energy; and 
racing, off-road and mission-critical vehicles; also, other 
industries where weight savings, compactness, high tempera-
ture resistance and high surface fatigue resistance are impor-
tant, according to QuesTek’s press release.

“Certain product applications benefit from the harder 
surface that C64 offers over C61, when for example the 
product design life is limited by contact surface fatigue,” 
explains Rich Kooy, director of sales and marketing for 
QuesTek. “Other product applications may be limited by the 
strength and fracture toughness of the core material, where 
the increased ultimate tensile strength and fracture toughness 
of C61 over C64 will make it the superior choice.  

“These differences may seem small, but the fact that 
NAVAIR is funding an STTR program for QuesTek to 
design and develop Ferrium C64 for Navy rotorcraft applica-
tions illustrates that they are not.”

QuesTek, originally a research arm of Northwestern 
University, became an independent company separate from 
the university in 1997. The company recently announced a 

http://www.geartechnology.com
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Booth #1336

Moore Gear and Manufacturing’s Hermann, MO facil-
ity now includes approximately 54,750 square feet after two 
expansion projects were completed. 

The east side of the building is now 7,500 square feet 
bigger than before. This improved the shipping depart-
ment by adding loading docks and space for maneuvering 
shipments in and out of the factory. A former industrial 
facility adjacent to the property was acquired as part as the 
expansion to the west side of Moore Gear. This is a 13,500- 
square-foot building that rests on four and half acres of 
level land. Moore intends to use the facility to store surplus 
machines, stock material and to free manufacturing space in 
Moore’s original building.

The building expansions also included new additions 
in CNC equipment to increase capacity and productivity. 
Machinery added includes a CNC gear hobber, hob sharp-
ener, gear checking machine, 10-foot long CNC machining 
center, gear rack milling machine and cylindrical grinder.

Moore Gear 
COMPLETES 
BUILDING EXPANSIONS

Handling and Universal Technical Systems.
Marsch will provide engineering consulting, customer 

support and training in North America for Kisssoft. “We are 
fortunate to have Jim join our team here and look forward to 
offering our customers more services,” says Dan Kondritz, 
national sales manager for Kisssoft, U.S.A.

Nordex 
Opens  
North American Headquarters

On May 5, German wind turbine manufacturer Nordex 
officially opened its U.S. headquarters in downtown 
Chicago. The decision to set up shop here was influenced by 
the central geographic location in North America, proximity 

continued
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the momentum will stay there towards solving the problems,” 
he says. “Everyone involved in the industry I think believes 
that this is only a temporary speed bump.

“I think by May or June we’ll have the credit crunch 
fairly under control, and it will start building up again,” he 
predicts.

Supply Chain
The supply chain and a new element of doubt is at hand 

due to the economy. In particular, a shortage in steel supply 
and signifi cant demand has been an obstacle; however, the 
ongoing economic and automotive crises have caused a 
considerable drop in steel demand just in the past few months. 
According to the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), 
U.S. steel shipments dropped 6.8 percent from the correlating 
2007 fi gure. 

Reardon believes steel costs may continue coming down in 
the near future, which will serve to free up the supply chain. 

“Material was an issue in the past,” Ertel says. “But I 
think that situation has improved dramatically, and I don’t see 
material as being an issue anymore.”

When asked why, he says, “Because they’ve qualifi ed some 
domestic suppliers, and steel is being purchased domestically 
as opposed to all of it coming from overseas.”

Nuhring notes, “Raw material deliveries for gears have 
improved. However, the availability of other components has 
indirectly affected the rate at which our customers’ gearboxes 
can be assembled and therefore have affected our schedules.”

Nuhring believes it’s too early to tell if current economic 
conditions will change this in the near future. 

For Winergy, Amin says, “An overall challenge is the 
growing supply chain at the quality we need.

“Demand with steel is huge, but also the quality and type 
of steel.” 

Quality is the biggest concern at Winergy because most 
steel mills don’t require the degree of chemistry and purity 
in material that is necessary for wind projects, according to 
Amin. He also says Winergy, like most companies, deals with 
bearing limitations. Winergy started an initiative about two 
years ago to grow their supply chain by pursuing potential 
suppliers and educating them about the wind market’s growth 
and viability. “It took awhile to get to the right management 
people,” he says, but “now they’re enjoying [the benefi ts of] 
the market.”

A regional wind power supply chain workshop sharing 
a similar purpose was recently cosponsored by the Jane 
Addams Resource Corporation (JARC), a not-for-profi t 
Illinois community development organization that provides 
technical training to metalworking trades.

“We are optimistic about the potential wind power has 
to add to the customer base of the companies we serve and 
to create manufacturing jobs here in Illinois. We believe that 
supply chain development is the most effective response,” 
according to the JARC website. “Through identifi cation of 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), fi rst-tier suppliers, 
and the regional suppliers able to meet their needs, we intend 
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Phase II Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) project 
from the U.S. Army, and three Phase I SBIR projects were 
awarded by the U.S. Department of Energy and the Office of 
Naval Research.

For more information about QuesTek Innovations’ gear 
technology, see the technical paper on pages 46–53.

Mori Seiki 
OPENS EXPANDED 
HEADQUARTERS

Celebrating the completion of its 102,000-square-foot 
North American corporate headquarters in Hoffman Estates, 
IL, Mori Seiki hosted a grand opening ceremony and open 
house in November. 

The open house was a three-day event with more than 25 
machine and cutting demonstrations, and information about 
developing technology presented by guest speakers. There 
were 19 different seminar topics, and guest speakers repre-
sented the automotive, medical and energy industries. Five 
new machines were introduced as well as the latest version 
of Mori Seiki’s CNC software, MAPPS IV.

The new facility consists of a 14,000 square-foot show-
room, Mori Seiki University and office space. The entire 
facility is twice the size of the previous headquarters, and 
it didn’t include the university, which has three classrooms 
and a state-of-the-art learning lab for traditional and hands-
on machine instruction. The showroom features two 25-ton 
cranes to help position and operate the extensive product line 
housed at the facility.
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July 8–10—Gear Manufacturing Troubleshooting 
Course. Liebherr America, Saline, MI. This training school 
for gear manufacturing is a basic course offered by the Gear 
Consulting Group in regional versions throughout the year 
to reduce the time employees spend out of the offi ce while 
training. Other sessions this year will take place in California, 
September 7–9 and Ontario, Canada, dates to be announced. 
Instructors Geoff Ashcroft and Ron Green teach participants 
both theory and practical aspects of gear manufacturing while 
imparting knowledge of everyday problems and understanding 
how to think through troubleshooting. Tuition is $750 and 
includes a reference manual and certifi cate of completion from 
AGMA. For more information, call (269) 623-4993, or email 
gearconsulting@aol.com.

July 20–24—Coordinate Metrology Systems 
Conference. Louisville Marriott Downtown, Louisville, 
KY. The 25th annual CMSC will bring together professional 
and novice users of portable 3-D coordinate measurement 
technology. White papers will be presented by expert users 
from leading companies and universities; workshops, user 
group meetings and an exhibition highlight portable coordinate 
measurement systems, software, accessories, peripherals, 
inspection and measurement service providers. The CMS also 
hosts networking events, a membership banquet, entertainment 
and a local tour. For more information, visit www.cmsc.org. 

July 27–29—Powder Metallurgy Basic Short 
Course. Penn Stater Conference Center Hotel, State Coll-
ege, PA. This three-day course is designed for people starting 
out in the PM fi eld looking for an introduction, looking to learn 
about recent developments in the industry, trying to broaden 
a PM background and users of PM parts. Attendees will learn 
the history of PM, why it is viable, why use is so widespread, 
design points, production, injection molding, standards and 
the latest technologies. It is not required that attendees have a 
technical background. It is designed specifi cally for engineers, 
tool designers, product designers, metallurgists, technicians, 
QC personnel and more. For more information, visit http://
www.mpif.org/meetings/2009/2009_basic_sc.pdf or call the 
MPIF at (609) 452-7700.

September 15–17—Gear Expo. Indianapolis, 
IN. For the fi rst time since 1995 the gear industry’s premier 
trade event returns to Indianapolis featuring fi ve pavilions 
on the show fl oor: aerospace, breakdown, energy, powder 
metal/plastics and tooling. AGMA anticipates more than 175 
exhibitors and 3,000 attendees from 43 states and 36 countries. 
This year’s Gear Expo is co-located with the Heat Treating 
Society’s Conference and Exposition, which is expected to 
add another 3,000 attendees and 180 exhibitors. For more 
information, go to www.gearexpo.com or visit our Gear 
Technology Gear Expo Showroom at www.geartechnology.
com/gearexpo.
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nificant contributions to the society and have great expertise 
in PM technology and the practice or business of the PM 
industry. Fellows are elected based on their professional, 
technical and scientific achievements, continued professional 
growth and development, mentoring/outreach and APMI 

ognized for his work in materials processing. His promotion 

Animesh Bose (right) accepts the 2009 Fellow Award from 
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CRI Machining 1511

Davall Gears Ltd. 1318

DixiTech CNC 836

DMG Chicago 541

Doncasters Gear Products 1500

Drake Manufacturing Services Co. 309

DTR Corp. 1315

Eaton Performance Products 433

Eaton Steel Bar Company 1215

Eldec Induction, USA 740

EMAG LLC 413

Emuge Corp. 700

Engineered Abrasives 1310

Engineered Lubricants Co. 1431

Engineered Tools Corp. 908

Erasteel, Inc. 1232

European Technology Center NA 1514

Euro-Tech Corp. 532

Excel Gear, Inc. 641

Fässler Corp. 1111

Fairfield Manufacturing Co., Inc. 1003

First Gear 402

Forest City Gear Co. 507

Forst USA 1244

Fubri SRL 1517

The Gear Machinery Exchange/ 
gearmachineryexchange.com 1241

Gear Solutions and Wind Systems magazines 1103

Gear Technology 414

Gear Technology and Power Transmission 
Engineering magazines 1241

Gearspect 707

GearTec, Inc. 1219

Geiger, Hans-Juergen 800

Gibbs Machinery Co. 601

Gleason Corp. 715
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“Gaining new customers in a significant down market.”
—Corporate executive at a U.S. manufacturer of loose gear-
ing 
 
“Global presence.” 
—Purchasing manager at a manufacturer of tractors in India 
 
“Improving efficiencies and improving throughput with 
existing resources.” 
—Corporate executive at a U.S. manufacturer of open gear-
ing 

Primary Industry of Respondent

28%
Automotive

25%
Heavy Industry

5%
Marine

8%
Vehicles

Other Than
Automotive

14%
Other

10%
Aerospace

6%
Construction/

Off-Road
Equipment

5%
Motion Control/

Factory 
Automation

13%
None

20%
$100,000-
$499,999

2%
$5 million-

$9.99 million

6%
$10 million-

$19.99 million

23%
Less than
$100,000

12%
$500,000-
$999,999

18%
$1 million-

$4.99 million

Capital Spending for 2009
6%

$20 million+

What are Your Company’s Greatest 
Manufacturing/Engineering Challenges 

for 2010?
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KISSsoft ENGINEERING SERVICES
Gear Design:
 Parallel axis, planetary, bevel, face gears, worm and

 crossed axis helical
 Existing design, new projects, metal or plastic

Failure analysis:
 Gearing, shafts and bearings

Optimization:
 Existing gear drives, noise reduction, increased 

 effi ciency, size reduction

Complete transmission design:
 Including all gearing, shafts and bearings

KISSsoft USA, LLC
3719 N. Spring Grove Road
Johnsburg, Illinois 60051
Phone (815) 363 8823
dan.kondritz@KISSsoft.com

Delta/Tifco 

PURCHASES FORMER 
NEWSPAPER FACILITY

Delta Gear is setting up shop in the former Observer 
Newspapers facility in Livonia, MI. The 61,000 square-foot 

The ribbon cutting ceremony was attended by Dr. 
Masahiko Mori, president of Mori Seiki; George Hiseada, 
consul general for Japan; and William McLeod, mayor of 
Hoffman Estates. A senior enonomist from the Chicago 
Federal Reserve provided a regional outlook for manufac-
turing in the Midwest while Mori Seiki VP of engineering, 
Greg Hyatt, gave an overview of new technology in develop-
ment at the company.

“Our goal is to be a resource that brings a difference to 
the machine tool end user,” says Thomas R. Dillon, presi-
dent of Mori Seiki U.S.A. “Mori Seiki’s commitment to this 
goal can be seen in our emphasis on education, research and 
development in the design of the new headquarters facility.”

Manufacturers that missed the grand opening event are 
invited to check the facility out at the next major event, 
Innovation Days, which is being planned for the second 
week of May 2010.

Sandvik 

APPOINTS 
NEW PRESIDENT

Tom Erixon was promot-
ed from president of Sandvik 
Hard Materials to president of 
Sandvik Coromant. He replac-
es Kenneth Sundh, who was 
appointed executive vice presi-
dent of Sandvik Tooling, where 
he is responsible for global stra-
tegic projects.

Prior to his position with 
Sandvik Hard Materials, Erixon held various positions with-
in Sandvik Group and Boston Consulting Group.

Tom Erixon.

http://www.geartechnology.com
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Cincinnati Gearing Systems 1202

Halifax Rack & Screw 1206

REM Chemicals, Inc. 1207

IFPE 2011 1211

Eaton Steel Bar Company 1215

GearTec, Inc. 1219

United Gear & Assembly, Inc. 1219

Kleiss Gears, Inc. 1223

Viking Forge Corp. 1225

Seitz Corp. 1227

Thermotech, Inc. 1229

Erasteel, Inc. 1232

Barit International Corp. 1233

Aerocom Industries 1234

Toolink Engineering Inc. 1234

Bluewater Thermal Services 1235

Scot Forge 1237

Golden Port International Inc. 1240

Gear Technology and Power Transmission 
Engineering magazines

1241

Goldstein Gear Machinery LLC 1241

Power Transmission Engineering and Gear 
Technology magazines

1241

The Gear Machinery Exchange/gearmachineryex-
change.com

1241

St. Louis Gear Co., Inc. 1242

Forst USA 1244

Roto-Flo & U.S. Gear Tools 1301

Society of Manufacturing Engineers 1306

X-R-I Testing 1307

Cleveland Deburring Machine Co. 1308

Li Gear Inc. 1309

Engineered Abrasives 1310

Circle Gear and Machine Co. 1311

Capstan Atlantic 1314

DTR Corp. 1315

O & D Manufacturing 1316

Davall Gears Ltd. 1318

CNC Design Pty. Ltd. 1319

IonBond LLC 1322

Canton Drop Forge 1323

UFE, Inc. 1324

Ishmeet Forgings Pvt. Ltd. 1326

ABA-PGT Inc. 1328

QMS Inc. 1329

Interstate Tool Corp. 1331

LMS North America 1332

Ludeca Inc. 1334
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63% of Gear Industry Respondents Work at Locations 
Where Employment Decreased in 2009
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“Export demand drop-off.”
—Design engineer at a U.S. manufacturer of grinding 
equipment

“Financing.”
—Corporate executive at a U.S. manufacturer of aerospace 
gears
 
“Foreign ownership and plant closures to transfer manufac-
turing work out of the U.S.A.”
—Manufacturing engineer at a U.S. manufacturer of 4WD 
transfer cases
 
“Funding from banks difficult.”
—Employee at a U.S. manufacturer of milling equipment 

continued

What Factors Are Presenting Significant 
Challenges to Your Business?
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Most Gear Industry Respondents Expect Little Change 
in Employment in 2010
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P R O D U C T   N E W S

The number 815 electric rotary 
hearth oven, from Grieve Corporation, 
is currently being used by a customer to 
preheat various gears, usually steel and 
sometimes aluminum, before assembly 
operations. 

The dimensions of the unit’s interi-

 N E W S                                                                     

Visit us

Booth #1336

continued

Halifax Rack and Screw’s facility in Cincinnati, OH has 
invested in two pieces of gear rack manufacturing equip-
ment and an expanded stock inventory.

Halifax Rack  
and Screw 
Invests in New Equipment

The Cincinnati North America distribution cen-
ter for Halifax Rack and Screw Cutting Company 
of Cincinnati, OH and Brighouse, England has 
invested in 14.5 degree and 20 degree pressure 
angle gear racks in four-, six- and 12-inch lengths. 
The investment takes the form of two new pieces 
of gear rack manufacturing equipment and a stock 
inventory for the North American market. The 
equipment allows for quick turnarounds on stan-
dard and modified rack for clients in this region. 

“HRS invested more than one million Euros in 
new state-of-the-art equipment last year for our 
Brighouse production facility,” says Rich Easley, 
North American sales manager for HRS. “This 
investment ensures our continued ability to supply 
the highest quality gear racks and screws at com-
petitive pricing. Our inventory additions will sup-
port the stimulus programs in U.S. construction.”

pgs 84-91 Industry News.indd   87 9/2/2009   8:07:02 PM

Hainbuch 
OPENS  
MANUFACTURING FACILITY

Mequon, WI is the new home to Hainbuch America. The 
German workholding company moved into the facility in 
November, and manufacturing is scheduled to commence in 
the first quarter 2010.

“With implementing a job shop here we will be able 
to provide better and quicker service to our customers,” 
says Sylvia Rall, Hainbuch co-owner. “For example, we 
will offer a next-day-shipping service for all grind-outs of 

facility will be torn down, and a 75,000 square-foot, leading 
edge, state-of-of-the-art gear facility will take its place. 

Three different companies will be housed at the facility. 
Delta Gear, the parent company of Tifco Gage and Gear, 
will now handle the Aerospace Gear Operations. Tifco Gage 
and Gear will remain and continue producing master gears 
and gages. Delta Testing and Inspection (DTI) will be a 
17025 certified and NADCAP certified inspection facility 
for gear inspection, nital etch, magnetic particle inspection, 
hydrogen embrittlement x-ray and fluorescent penetrant 
inspection. Gear roll testing, single-flank roll testing and full 
service transmission dynamometer testing will be provided. 

“This is the next step in our plan to becoming the leading 
aerospace and gear and gearbox provider in the industry,” 
says Bob Sakuta, owner of Delta Gear.

Construction is slated to begin in April 2010 with 
planned completion and move-in anticipated for November 
2010. The property was deemed a “functionally obsolete” 
brownfield site by the city earlier this year.

http://www.geartechnology.com
http://www.geartechnology.com/redirect.php?http://www.schnyder.com
http://www.geartechnology.com/redirect.php?http://www.dpag.ch
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Ross Wegryn-Jones was 
appointed vice  pres ident 
and division manager for 
QC American, a division of 
American Broach and Machine 
Company based in Ypsilanti, 
MI. He has over 17 years of 
experience in the machine tool, 
tooling and workholding fields 
in sales, marketing and project 
management capacities. 

Wegryn-Jones previously 
was the owner of RJR Machine 
Tools, LLC, which served as 

a machine tool dealer, agent and cutting tool distributor in 
Michigan, primarily in the high production automotive and 
truck components manufacturing industry. 

Starting in 2004, he maintained his position with RJR 
Machine Tools while simultaneously serving as nation-
al sales and marketing manager of Advent Tool and 
Manufacturing of Lake Bluff, IL. “I was integral to the 
formation of a new division wholly owned by Advent Tool 
named TMFM, LLC, which earned a patent and essentially 
created a process of spline milling on a vertical machining 
center,” Wegryn-Jones says. “I quite literally wrote the book 
(as prescribed by engineers of course).”

December 1, 2009, he left both RJR Machine Tools and 
Advent Tool to work with QC American.

QC American 
WELCOMES 
DIVISION MANAGER

Ross Wegryn-Jones.

Spanntop clamping heads.
Rall came to the United States from Germany earlier in 

the year to aid the transition. She anticipates they will hire 
10–12 new employees when full operation is achieved in 
early 2010. 

Jurgen Bettray, president of Hainbuch America, com-
mented, “It was a good time to invest in our future here. Our 
workholding products have long been known for their excep-
tional precision. Now our U.S. customers will enjoy almost 
instantaneous access to them.”

http://www.geartechnology.com
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continued

“Global pricing in China and Europe. Due to the economic 
crisis, Europe’s pricing has become more competitive than 
the U.S. local pricing, but we believe this to be very tempo-
rary.”
—Purchasing professional at a U.S. assembler of wind tur-
bine gearboxes
 
“Higher quality standards versus lower cost prices.”
—Manufacturing engineer at a manufacturer of engine tim-
ing gears in Belgium
 
“Increased competition from other countries, high tooling 
costs, lengthy procurement process for quality tooling.”
—Manufacturing production employee at gear manufactur-
ing job shop in India
  
“Increased taxes.”
—Design engineer at a U.S. machinery manufacturer
 
“Knowledge management process and organization-wide 
process quality.”
—Design engineer at a German manufacturer of automobile 
differentials
 
“Lack of engineering expertise at customer end is leading to 
delays in development.”
—Corporate executive at a hydraulic equipment manufac-
turer in India
  
“Lack of financing to build in U.S.A.”
—Purchasing professional at a U.S. manufacturer of plan-
etary gearboxes
 
“Lack of sales.”
—Corporate executive at a U.S. manufacturer of overhead 
electric cranes
 
“Long design cycle time.”
—Corporate executive at a U.S. sales office
 
“Low capital.”
—Manufacturing engineer at a U.S. manufacturer of rack 
and pinion steering components

“Low cost, high quality, fast delivery.”
—Manufacturing engineer at a manufacturer of automatic 
transmissions in India
 
“Major concern is dollar volatility and world over-concern 
for alternate world currency.”
—Corporate executive at a manufacturing company in India

Coming in 2010
New Web Design

 •  New Features

 •  Cleaner Navigation

 •  Greater Interactivity

www.geartechnology.com and 
www.powertransmission.com

What Factors Are Presenting Significant 
Challenges to Your Business?
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shipments in and out of the factory. A former industrial 
facility adjacent to the property was acquired as part as the 
expansion to the west side of Moore Gear. This is a 13,500- 
square-foot building that rests on four and half acres of 
level land. Moore intends to use the facility to store surplus 
machines, stock material and to free manufacturing space in 

The building expansions also included new additions 
in CNC equipment to increase capacity and productivity. 

ener, gear checking machine, 10-foot long CNC machining 

On May 5, German wind turbine manufacturer Nordex 
officially opened its U.S. headquarters in downtown 
Chicago. The decision to set up shop here was influenced by 
the central geographic location in North America, proximity 

Machine Tool Builders Inc. 418

Mahr Federal Inc. 515

McNeil Industries (OLS Deburring Systems) 1515

Metal Improvement Co. 602

Micro Gear 627

Midwest Gear/Penn Machine 1408

Midwest Thermal-Vac Inc. 1107

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries America, Inc. Machine 
Tool Division 841

Mohawk Machinery Inc. 631

New England Gear 1117

O & D Manufacturing 1316

Parker Industries, Inc. 443

Perry Technology Corp. 1102

PFG Design Services, Inc. 1141

PlaTeg GmbH 1435

Power Transmission Engineering and Gear 
Technology magazines 1241

Precision Gage Company, Inc. 635

Preco Inc. 1606

Presrite Corp. 621

Process Equipment Co. 521

Promess, Inc. 1201

Proto Manufacturing Ltd. 1518

QC American/American Broach & Machine Co. 716

QMS Inc. 1329

R.P. Machine Enterprises, Inc. 401

Raycar Gear & Machine Co. 734

Reishauer Corp. 527

Reliance Gear Corp. 711

REM Chemicals, Inc. 1207

Riley Gear Corp. 1034

Riten Industries Inc. 1401

Rockford Heat Treaters Inc. 1534

Romax Technology Inc. 1036

Roto-Flo & U.S. Gear Tools 1301

RotoMetrics 706

Russell, Holbrook & Henderson 708

S.L. Munson & Co. 526

Saikuni Manufacturing Co. c/o Dreamtec 
Consulting, LLC 309

Samputensili 741

Scot Forge 1237

Seitz Corp. 1227

SIC Marking USA 1410

Smart Manufacturing Technology 837

Society of Manufacturing Engineers 1306

Solar Atmospheres 1418
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ings. He has also made contributions in alloy development 
emphasizing refractory metals, carbides, hard metals, inter-
metallic compounds and other advanced materials.

Bose received a bachelor’s degree in metallurgical engi-
neering and a doctorate in engineering from the Indian 
Institute of Technology, Kharagpur. He co-founded Materials 
Processing, Inc. in 1999, which specializes in precision 
injection molding of hard materials, cermets and advanced 
ceramics.

Bose has been a member of APMI for more than 23 
years, and he has served on the board of directors. He also 
has served as co-chairman of several international conferenc-
es, including six Metal Powder Industries Federation (MPIF) 
conferences on tungsten, refractory and hard materials, and 
he has served on various technical program committees. He 
has authored over 115 technical papers, several books and is 
named in eight U.S. patents.

The following industry leaders received MPIF’s Distinguished 
Service to Powder Metallurgy Award at PowderMet2009 
(shown from left to right): Charles L. Rose, John A. Shields, 
Jr., Thomas L. Stockwell, Jr., Ted A. Tomlin, Robert F. Unkel, 
Kalathur S. Narasimhan, Lou Koehler, Shiz Kassam, Thomas 
J. Jesberger, John C. Hebeisen, and Gary L. Anderson (cour-
tesy of MPIF).

James Marsch is now engineering manager, North 
America for Kisssoft, U.S.A., LLC. He has over 40 years 
of practical engineering design and manufacturing experi-
ence including eight years of specific application support 
and consulting projects involving metal and plastic gear-
ing for a range of customers. He has been employed by 
Allis-Chalmers, Harnischfeger Corporation, Morris Material 

Kisssoft 
APPOINTS 
ENGINEERING MANAGER
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Green or Sustainable Manufacturing Implementation
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David Gangle, president 
of Ganco Heat Processing 
Systems, Inc. (GHPS), formed 
an agreement with Solar 
Manufacturing, Inc. to pro-
vide sales representation in 
Alabama, Florida, Georgia and 
Mississippi. 

GHPS is a manufactur-
er’s representative company 
focused on thermal process-
ing equipment and services for 
OEMs and end users of prima-
ry and secondary metals, ceramics, food, aggregate drying, 
mineral processing, petro-chemical and heat treating.

Gangle has 17 years of experience in process heating 
applications. He has held positions in application engineer-
ing as well as sales and commissioning for several leading 
domestic industrial burner and controls equipment manu-
facturers. He is involved with several industry associations, 
including the Association for Iron and Steel Technology, 
ASM Heat Treating Society, Minerals Metals and Materials 
Society, MTI, American Ceramic Society, Brick Industry 
Association, Globe Trotters, American Foundry Society 
and Industrial Heating Equipment Association. He earned a 
bachelor’s degree at the University of Akron. He currently 
resides in Birmingham, AL.

Solar Manufacturing 
ADDS SALES SUPPORT IN SOUTH

David Gangle.

Prior to 2001, he worked for two other companies since 
1991. These were in the independent industrial manufac-
turer’s representative field, handling multiple product lines, 
including machine tools, workholding, cutting tools, metrol-
ogy and toolholders.

Wegryn-Jones has a bachelor’s degree from Michigan 
State University and a master’s in business administration 
from Western Michigan University.

QC American, LLC, based in Ypsilanti, MI, sells CNC 
form and generation gear grinders, CNC and manual OD 
grinders and gear chamfering/deburring machines. Industries 
served include aerospace, defense, automotive, power trans-
mission and wind power generation.
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HELP WANTED

is a full-service manufacturer of 
gearing and gearboxes. 

With a long history in the 
industry and far-reaching 
product lines, we have the 
knowledge and capabilities 
to guide your specifi cations 
through the entire 
manufacturing process 
while consistently meeting 

your quality, price, service, 
and delivery requirements.

(630) 543-9570
530 Westgate Drive, Addison, IL 60101

2823 W. Fulton Street, Chicago, IL 60612
www.oc-gear.com • sales@oc-gear.com

Jan_Classified_OCG_rev.indd   3 1/4/2010   8:43:16 AM

HELP WANTED
Marketing Manager

Main Job Tasks and Responsibilities 
	manage and coordinate all marketing,market development,
  customer and market surveys, advertising and promotional   
  activities
	guide and conduct market research to determine market
  requirements for existing and future products, capabilities and
  market entry considerations
	analysis of customer research, current market conditions and
  competitor / competitive analysis information
	assist in the development of  pricing strategies for new products 
  as well as new services

Education and Experience
	technical or marketing-related degree or equivalent professional
  qualification
	technical marketing skills in the off – highway mobile drive 
  components industry
	minimum 10 years plus relevant product and industry experience 
  in gear products, drive systems,and / or hydraulics, etc.)
	previous sales experience in the industrial or off – highway
  mobile drive systems / products field 

Fairfield is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V.  
Interested candidates should send resumes in confidence to:

P.O. Box 7940  ■ Lafayette, IN  47903-7940
Attn:  Human Resources Department

Fax:  765-772-4021  ■  Email: hr@fairfieldmfg.com

SERVICE

GEAR mANuFACTuRING
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 A D D E N D U M

Before retiring 
from St. Louis Gear 
in 2000, Roy Harmon 
liked to tinker. Since 
the customer base at 
the time was seasonal, 
Harmon was look-
ing for a project to 
keep himself busy. 
The engineer decided 
to challenge himself 
by designing a “South 
Pointing Chariot,” a 
device he had read 
about in the book The 
Evolution of the Gear 
Art by Darle Dudley.

The book de-
scribes the “South Pointing Chariot” as 
a device dating back to 2,600 B.C. that 
was used by the Chinese to navigate the 
Gobi Desert. Considered one of the earli-
est known relics of gearing from ancient 
times, the chariot was not only geared but 
contained a very complex differential gear 
train. The Chinese were able to produce 
this equipment using primitive hand tools. 

The chariot is a two-wheeled vehicle 
that includes a small figure connected to 
the wheels by means of differential gear-
ing. The device was created so that the 
figure would point south and continue to 
point south regardless of which direction 
the chariot was going. This would prevent 
desert travelers from getting lost while 

Global Positioning System: The Early Years
ST. LOUIS GEAR SHEDS LIGHT ON ANCIENT NAVIGATION DEVICE

patrolling the Gobi. 
The intricate design and engineer-

ing capabilities of the chariot suggest 
that there must have been earlier gear-
related devices going back to 3,000 B.C. 
According to Dudley’s book, however, 
the earliest written records of gearing date 
back to 330 B.C., leaving a blank space 
of almost 3,000 years during which gear 
devices must have been in use. “Since 
there are no written records covering this 
interval, we must await the spade of the 
archeologist to fill in our knowledge,” 
Dudley writes.   

Dudley notes that both the Egyptians 
and Babylonians were probably using 
gearing devices in prayer wheels, clocks, 
temple devices and water-lifting equip-
ment as far back as 1,000 B.C. But the 
“South Pointing Chariot” remains one 
of the few artifacts unearthed by arche-
ologists that allow gear heads to examine 
ancient design capabilities first hand. 

Using photographs from Dudley’s 
book, Harmon took it upon himself to 
recreate a model version of the “South 
Pointing Chariot.” Today, the company 
displays the chariot at trade shows, where 
they receive many questions and inquiries 
about the device from gear aficiona-
dos—including curious members of the 
Addendum staff at last year’s Gear Expo 
in Indianapolis.

“It’s just one of the many reminders left 
behind by a man that dedicated 40 years to 
this company,” says Alan Chatfield, vice 
president of operations at St. Louis Gear. 
“Employee development and experience 
such as this is one of the strengths and core 
values within our company.” 

Harmon was not 
alone in his enthusi-
asm of the chariot proj-
ect. Some web research 
has uncovered similar 
“South Pointing Chariot” 
projects made from 
wood, car parts and even 
LEGOs. More detailed 
examples of the ancient 
device can be found at 
the Museum of Natural 
History in Bejing as well 
as the National Palace 
Museum in Taipei, 
Taiwan.  

From the result of 
Harmon’s work, the rep-

lica is spot on, though Chatfield notes that 
it took the engineer a couple of passes to 
get the device just right. 

“Roy has said that his first attempt 
would have left you stranded in the des-
ert,” Chatfield says. “Once he realized 
that the diameter of the wheels must 
match the distance between them, a slight 
modification easily corrected the prob-
lem.”

Have any information on historic 
devices that involved gears? Drop us 
a line at publisher@geartechnology.com 
and tell us about it for a future article in 
Gear Technology.
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aB&R MACHINE AND GEAR, YOUR COMPLETE SOURCE FOR CUSTOM GEAR MANUFACTURING, j THE BOXX AND SUDZUM FAMILY 
SPECIALISTS IN BEVEL GEARING kCOMPLETE IN-HOUSE ENGINEERING STAFF sFULL HEAT TREATING SERVICE 

t REVERSE ENGINEERING

www.brgear.com
(800) 238-0651

BIG GEARS
From the Producers of 

80" Straight Bevel Gears and 66" Spiral Bevels

The Story Behind Custom Gear Manufacturing 
Complete Gearbox Repair/Rebuild and Breakdown Services
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